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sr:

This "Electronics Methodology" book was written in conformance

with some of the selected criteria for "SNAP" type programmed instruc-

tion books as developed previously for various military training

courses. In conformance with the principle of utilizing the optimum

approach in terms of both subject matter and the characteristics of

the student body, the reading level, type of language and the format

used have been varied between sections of this document. For example,

one section on troubleshooting is clearly a scrambled book. Andther

is very "SNAP-like. If the text mere written for a younger or less

mature group, the incremental steps would be smaller, etc.

Application of this text to a high school population introduces

a methodology for technical courses which emphasizes a troubleshooting

strategy for repair of equipment based upon a logical and systematic

gathering of symptoms, analysis of these, knowledge of the pyramidal

structure of the equipment design, coupled with a strategy for

isolation of the malfunction by levels from major subsystem to

section to component removal and replacement or direct repair of

the component, and, finally, an operational check to determine that

the equipment is performing satisfactorily. For purposes of illustrat-

ing the technique, a Zenith portable TV set has served as the vehicle

for description of the system, the circuits and the troubleshooting

strategy. The overlays for the "SMART" Trainer for this electronics

course have been based upon a view of the overall block diagram
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for this set, plus views of four functional subsystem areas of

it This written document is divided into four volumes or

sections -- "The TV Story," "Schematic Symbols and Color Codes,"

"Within-Stage Troubleshooting" and ,..Jsista Readings; Their

Calculation and Interpretation." In addition, there are workbooks

for the students and course guides for the instructor. Sufficient

materials are available to take a man with aptitude but no previous

electronics training through to a level of at least an outside

repairman.

Since the backgrounds of the students at the initial partici-

pating high schools -- the Murrell Dobbins Technical High School,

Philadelphia, Pa. and the Upper Bucks County Technical-Vocational

High School, Perkasie, Pa., in most cases include a year of previous

training in electronics, some of the course material, such as the

"Schematic Symbols and Color Codes" need not be used. For purposes

of this experiment, the application of the methodology will take

some 60 hours, due to this previous subject matter knowledge.

Students in the experimental groups are expected to reach a high

level of troubleshooting proficiency based upon this instructional

system. If the course were to be given to a completely naive group

in electronics, it would encompass some 12 to 16 weeks, depending

upon the age, intelligence and cultural background of the students.

It would, of course, have to include training in various physical

dexterity skills, such as wiring and soldering, which the present

student body is presumed to have already had.
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THE TV STORY

INTRODUCTION

This is a story about how TV's work. You've probably watched

TV all your life. We're going to talk about the insides of TV, the

"guts" of it. Yeou probably don't know much about that, not many

people do. Yet, if you are going to troubleshoot and repair TV

sets, you'll have to learn something about how they work. As you

read this, you will be asked to fill in some blanks, or to select

among some things the best one answer to some questions I'm will

ask you. You should be able to answer the questions with little

trouble. If you have trouble, go back and re-read. It might be

that you have forgotten. Be sure to write in the answers that you

are sure of. If you write them in, it helps to maim the facts stick

in your mind. OK, let's begin.

TV's come in all sizes, shapes and colors. Some are portable.

some are in combination with stereos; some work off of batteries.

We cannot tell you how every TV works. That would take longer than

either you or wla have to spend. What lom will tell you about is how

a particular TV works, and adcyou to believe that all similar TV's

work just about the same way. We are going to be talking about a

black and white, tube type, portable television receiver. The

circuit functions in this type of TV can be found in other TV's

of the same type

By function, we mean the performance of specific operations,

not a mathematical expression like Y = X2. For instance, our larynx

or voice box produces the sound which our mouths and lip and tongue



convert to speech. The function of the larynx is to produce the

sound Similarly, two different TV's will have circuits which

perform the same function or operation, but will not necessarily

have identical parts in them. The circuit arrangements of the

parts may be quite different but their functions may be identical.

So, when we talk about cirauit functions, we will be describing

the net effect of the parts which are assembled in the set to

produce the desired function.

B. CONTROLS:

In all modern television sets, the picture is drawn by a pencil

point of light. This pencil point beam of light is projected against

the face of the picture tube, El It can be deflected (moved) up

or down or to the right and left,

Just as a pencil can be sharpened to make a fine line, so can

the beam of light in the picture tube be focused to produce a tiny,

fine spot %..j or a soft, raund one

When the spot is tiny and fine, a sharply-defined, clear-aut,

distinct line can be drawn g------ If the spot gets soft and round,
111111111110.11111Mi

a blurry indistinct line is drawn , ,. In order to make a beam

of light pen point sharp or soft, an adjustment called a foaus

ad/ustment or control is used.

There are several methods used to focus a picture tube: (1) Elec-

trostatic, which uses an internal grid in the tube called a foaus

grid. The type of adjustment used in contunction with this type of

focusing is either a fowls control or a multi-position terminal

strip. This provides a means of placing different voltage potential

on the grid which control the focus* (2) Electromagnetic focus, whic

-2-



consists of a coil a ound the neck of the picture tube, thus

providing a magnetic field. This magnetic field is varied by an

ad:ustment called a focus control; (3) Permanent magnetic focus --

this is a permanent type magnet around the neck of the picture

tube. Its magnetic field is varied by an adjustment screw on the

magnet. The type of focus adjustment which we will be concerned

with is the multi-position terminal strip type because the Zenith

T.V. Set we are using incorporates this type.

Now, in order to deflect (move) this spot of light up or down

and right or left on the picture tube, there must be some means to

control this: (1) One way is called Electrostatic Deflection and

makes use of internal deflection plates in the picture tube. Two

sets of plates are used to move the beam in the picture tube. The

placement of the plates are in parallel and at right angles to each

other in sets of two, as shown here (Plates). The plates that

are at right angles to the otherfr7 are the plates used to vary

the spot of light from right to left, and the plates that are hori

zontal= vary the spot of light up and down; (2) the other way

of varying the spot and the way me are concerned with, is called

Electro-magnetic Deflection. Here, two pairs of coils called the

yoke are placed around the neck of the picture tube and these coils

control the movements of the spot up or down and left or right.

As the name implies, a magnetic field controls the movements. This

is the type of deflection, we will be using. The two types of

deflection then, are and

Yes, we use electro magnetic in this case.
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Again, let us get bac% to the focusing, if ma put a varying

current input through these coils, a varying magnetic field will

result. Thid magnetic field will push and pull the spot up or down

and left or right. If bhis magnetic field mare to be varied extremely

fast in a uniform manner in all directions, an illusion that the

whole face of the picture is lighted mould occur. This is called

a raster. If this spot is not finely focused, the picture tube

face appears to be blurry. In other words, we should get a raster

which looks like ma drew a bunch of orderly lines called scanning
XV34,12.

lines

In order to keep these lines orderly, wa are provided with

different types of controls. By the way, there is a term used to

define this orderly logical faahion which is called "Aspect Ratio;"

and it denotes the ratio of the picture width to the picture's

haight. Now me are concerned with controls* however, these controls

are: (1) Vertical Size, usually locatod in the back of the T.V.,

which controls tha scanning lines in such a way that if an image

mare on the screen, it would look too tall or'too short (an adjust

ment to correct this condition can be made); (2) Vertical Linearity

(this also is in the back of the T.V.) controls the scanning lines

in such a way that if the picture were compressed at the top or

bottom, this mould correct this condition; (3) Vertical Hold (this

is in the front of the T.V.) control adjusts the up and down move-

ments, called rolling, so that the picture can be made stationary

to the viawer; (4) Horizontal Wldth (located ia the back of some

T.V. Sets and eliminated on some others) controls the horizontal

dimensions by either squeezing or lengthening the scanning lines.



In the Zenith, a sleeve which moves in and out of the yoke is used

to control the width; (5) Horizontal Linearity (located in the back

of the T.V.) controls the distortions in the horizontal scanning,

and this distortion is depicted by the scanning lines being squeezed

more on either side of the picture tube. (There isn't any control

like this on the Zenith T.V. being used); (6) The Horizontal Hold

(located in the front of the T.V.) adjusts the picture, so that it

is stationary and not moving from side to side or appearing like

venetian blinds to the viewer; (7) The Brightness (located in front

of the T.V.) controls how bright the face of the tube is. In other

words, how bright the face of the picture tube is illuminated. It

is sometimes called the static condition of the picture tube;

(8) The Contrast (located in front of the T.V.) controls the shades

of grays in the picture; this is referred to as the dynamic con-

ditions applied to the picture tkbe; (9) An A,G.C. (Automatic Gain

Control) (located in the back of the T.V.) is sometimes incorporated

in T.V. Sets to compensate for various signal strengths; that is,

if you are in an area where the signal is very strong or weak, the

A.M. can be decreased or advanced to retard or aid the signals

(10) The Volume Control (located in front of the T.V.) adjusts the

loudness of the sound. (11) The Buzz Control (located in the back

in some T.V. Sets) is used to reduce intercarrier Buzz and distor-

tion and is used in the T.V. studied here; (12) Another control

sometimes used and located on the neck of the Picture Tube is called

a Centering Control, and it is a ring with two tabs. The purpose

of this control is to center the picture by moving it left or right

and up or down; (13) It should be mentioned.that the Yoke has

another function and that is to control the tilt in the picture,

-5-



so if the picture looks like it is going up hill or down hill,

the Yoke can eliminate this problem; (1)+ ) The Channels are selected

by a 13-position switch on the front of the T.V. This controls a

coarse tuning of the channels. Another control used in conjunction

with the Channel Selector is a control used to align the sound with

the picture. This is called a fine tuner.

We won't ask any vestions at this time because, in most cases,

you are familiar with these controls, and, for the others, we have

more explaining to do.

SYMPTOMS ANALYSIS

When you turn a set on, you get a picture and sound. If you

don't have one or the other, that's a symptom. Symptoms can localize

the TV trouble to the "sound° parts or the °picture° parts...they're

in separate areas of your TV. When you've used a symptom to

localize the trouble, you've made a diagnosis.

This overview of a TV set is given so you will know what

symptoms to look for. Sound and picture are pretty obvious...so

are the others when you know what to look for.

After you turn the TV on, you tune to a channel. Your TV selects

a certain channel (or broadcasting station) out -f all those that are

broadcasting in your area at the same time. The broadcast SIGNAL

contains both picture and sound and something else. We'll get to

the something else later. If you're missing both picture and sound,

that's a symptom. This SYMPTOM is different from the ones for a



I II

mis ing p eture or for missing sound. This means you can localize

the trouble in your set with this SYMPTOM.

Metre going to talk about this area now...it starts with the

antenna (often a rabbit ear) that picks up all broadcast signals

and goes through the TUNER (selects one station's signal) to the

point where the picture part of the signal is separated from the

sound part.

Let's say a couple words about the antenna. Rabbit ears (some

sets have two; the one you will work with has only one) are OK in

cities near the broadcast station. The signal doesn't have to

travel far and is strong enough to be picked up by small rabbit

ears inside the building. Farther away from the station, outside

antennas are needed, and the antenna has to be rotated for best

signal. Sometimes reception can be improved by moving rabbit ear

antennas around to different locations in the room.

So these are the wtys of bringing a broadcast signal up to the

strength needed. Once the antenna picks up broadcast signals, they

are sent to the TUNER. The tuner chooses the broadcast signal that

the channel selector is set to. It amplifies that signal which you

want and no other...and that's how it tunes...all the other signals

come in to it from the antenna but only one gets amplified enough

to be useable in the TV. But this signal needs still more amplifi

cation. However, before it is amplified, it's going to have to be

cut down in frequency, but it will still contain the original informa

tion of the station that sent it. It's going to be brought down to

an intermediate frequency (IF) and this IF Will have the same

.7.



intel genee (info mation riding on its signal that the RF signal

had). And regardless of what its exact RF frequency was (each

station has a different RF frequency), it will be beat down to

one same IF frequency, Out the intelligence will be the intelll

gence from that RF signal. (We want only one IF because itls

cheaper to build an amplifier that has to amplify only one fre-

quency rather than several.)

Here is how the TV set brings any one of several RF frequencies

down to one intermediate frequency (IF). Watch this blodk dia7ram

as you read.

CHAtit. *** -=sup awe we ale tra IR MIR

awe maNt SIM mom 4Mt oat AMR C

Here are two new circuits, the OSCILLATOR and the MIXER Me

talked about the channel selector tuning the RF tuning circuit.

W11, it also tunes the OSCILLATOR (that dashed line means a

mechanical connection...like a metal shaft going right into the

electronic circuit. The solid lines represent an electronic

signal...of any type. The arrow shows the direction of flaw.)

When the RF is mixed with the oscillator signal, you get a

signal which is the difference between them. If the RF was 1000

(Note: these numbers are only for easy arithmetic since the actual

frequencies are much higher) and it is mixed with an oscillator

signal of 600, the difference is 400 (IF). Now you can see how

.8.



we can always get the same IF. We control both the RF and the

oscillator with the same channel selector. Mhen the channel

selector is set on number 5' that tunes in an RF of 1020, say. So,

we have the same channel selector shaft set the oscillator for 620

and we get as the difference. All the channels are set in a

similar way -- to get the same IF for any BF. Now we amplify this

IF with an amplifier designed for that one frequency. OK?

Now we've gone from Antenna to IF amplifier. This is the area

of the set which contains the malfunctioning part when you get the

symptom that both sound and picture are missing. Get it? After

the sound and picture separate, thay go their separate ways. If

you get a symptom that the sound is bad but the picture good, the

malfunction is in the sound circuits, not here. If both sound and

picture are missing, lodk here for the trouble.

Now let's separate out the sound, picture and that something

else (whidh is the synchronizing signal for the picture).

After two or more stages (tubes) of IF amplification, the signal

is sent to the detector.

The detector detects the video, sound and something else from the

IF which has been riding on the IF signal, and throw away the IF.

The RF and IF are just carriers to bring the other signals through

the air from the station and then to the detector. They've done

their job now, so we don't need them anymore.

.9.



The video amplifier is a combination amplifier of video and

rejector of sound and the something else. The video is sent

directly to the picture tube from the video amplifier. The sound

is shunted off to the sound circuits, and from there to the loud-

speaker. And that leaves us with the "something else" which is

called the synchronizing pulse or sync signal.

This is the one you know least about. You can't see it or

hear it on the T.V. set. But you can see what happens when it is

malfunctioning (another symptom). The picture will twist, rock and

roll when the malfunction is in the synchronizing circuits. The

synchronizing signal is supposed to keep the picture straight, and

when it doesn't, you'll know it There are several synchronization

symptoms. Twist is one; roll is another and each can help you diag-

nose the trouble to a partiaular area (a group of parts attached

to the tube). There are two kinds of sync (synchronizing) pulses:

Horizontal and Vertical. The horizontal pulses synchronize the

sweep of the picture across the picture tube. The vertical pulses

are used to synchronize the up and down action of the picture.

Synchronize means "make things work together". The things being

made to work together in this case are the picture on your TV and

the picture coming from the TV camera in the broadcasting studio.

The picture you see is actually the path of a spot of light

that starts at the upper left hand corner of the screen and moves

in a slightly slanted straight line across to the right, and then



jumps badk to a point slightly below where it started and traces

another slightly slanted path. It keeps doing this until the whole

face of the tube has been covered, The light moves so fast that

you can't see it move. The horizontal circuits control how fast

and how straight the path is from left to right. The vertical

circuits control how fast the spot moves toward the bottom. Of

course the spot is changing its intensity as it moves, according

to the strength of the video.

The horizontal oscillator produces the signal which moves the

spot from left to right. Without a vertical oscillator, the

picture would be reduced to one straight line across the middle

of the picture tube. The vertical oscillator produces the signal

which moves the spot from top to bottom. Without the horizontal

oscillator, the picture would be one straight vertical line in the

center of the picture tube face.

Now, the T.V. receiver oscillabors do this regardless of

whether a picture is sent or not. When you tune in a "blank"

channel, yau see the RASTER produced by this moving spot controlled

by horizontal and vertical oscillators. To put a picture on, the

horizontal and vertical oscillators have to be synchronized or

locked into the rate produced by the TV station. So, the sync

signals obtained from the transmitted TV signals are used to

control the frequency of the horizontal and vertical oscillators.

In American TV receivers, there are 525 slanted lines on the picture

tube. When TV was still under development, engineers found that

if all the lines were placed on the screen one after the other,

-11



there was a disagreeable flidker noticeable. They found they

could eliminate thistflicker by uinterlacing the lines. That is,

instead of line utwo" following line uonetu they made line ',three"

follow line uone.0 When all the odd-numbered lines were on (called

the odd field) they started the even field with line utwolu then

ufour," etc. They wound up wibh two fields, odd and even, inter

laced like your fingers would be if you clasped your hands together.

Again, all this happens so fast you can't see the separate fields,

but they are there.

If the vertical sync pulses should fail to control the 'vertical

oscillator, the result would be a "rollingu of the picture,

vertically. If the horizontal circuits failed to sync, the picture

would appear to be a series of dark bands, diagonally across the

screen, either from left to right or right to left.

The picture might be synchronized with the TV station in

vertical and horizontal, but it may look strangely distorted. The

distortion could be due to a misadjustment of linearity controls

Linearity is keeping known proportions constant wherever the

picture may be on the screen. Let's see some examples. Fig,

shows a square located in the center of the picture tube. If we

could see the same square on the left and right, they would look

like this:
.0mn.modow

1 711 11........1 L. ._

a L
Fic0

Notice that it seems to get thih on the left and fat on the right,

but that the height stays the same. This is a case of horizontal



non-linearity, and is caused by the spot moving faster at the

right hand side of the screen than at the left,

a

Fi gs 2

Figure ag shows a case of verticaJ. non-linearity. The square

looks tall in "a" but short in "c." This is caused by the spot

moving more rapidly downward at the top than at the bottom, crowding

more lines together at the bottom and spreading them out at the

top. There are two controls that work togethvr in ad:usting the

vertical presentation -- the vertical height and vertical linearity.

(This affects the top of the picture most.) The height control

is for changing the whole picture displaced, as in Fig. 2. But the

bottom of the picture is usually affected more than the top.

Many sets are so badly adtusted in height, that tops of heads

are cut off or feet are missing. Usually ad:usting height will

require an ad:ustment of vertical linearity and vice versa. It's

important to use a test pattern td make these adjustments because

it is standard and does not require the judgment as to goodness of

proportion you would have to use otherwlse.

Some sets have both horizontal linearity and width controls.

These serve the same function but are not so closely related as

are the vertical.

Each time a complete field is placed on the screen, tha spot

puts on 262.5 lines. So each even field has 262.5 lines and each



odd field has the remaining 262.5 lines There are thirty even

and thirty odd fields each second, interlaced. It takes 1/60th

of a second to put one field on the screen, Therefore, in one

second, the spot will run through 60 x 262.5 = 15 750 lines.

You have seen that the sync signals are needed to get the

picture on the tube at the right time and place. But there are

more than sweep voltages and video needed. To see what else is

needed, we're going to consider the picture tube itself. The

spot of light that moves across the tube face is actually caused

by a stream of electrons striking a phosphorescent surface on the

inside of the tube. You can't see the electrons themselves, but

when enough of them strike this surface at a high enough speed,

the surface produces light. The electrons themselves are boiled

off of a piece of metal inside the neck of the tube called a cathode.

The cathode is heated by a heater carrying an electric current.

These electrons would just hang around the cathode if it weren't

for some other things in the tube. One of these is the first

anode located Tust ahead of the cathode toward the tube face.

This anode is connected to a positive voltage and attracts the

negative electrons toward it. It also tends to concentrate the

electrons into a beam. But the beam might not have enough push

to get to the phosphor if it weren't for the second anode. This

is a conductive coating on the inner surface of the sides of the

tube. It's connected to aa extremely high voltage, between 12,000

and 20,000 volts, for example, and is high enough to pull the beam

to the phosphor, and high enough to put you on the floor or wrse.



DANGER you can't see the voltage, even though it's there The

beam striking the phosphor produces a bright spot. But in order

to produce a picture, the spot must v..ry in shades of gray. To

get this, another element is inserted between the first anode and

the cathode. This is the control grid. It has a negative voltage

on it. By changing the amount of negative voltage with respect

to the cathode, the number and speed of the electrons in the beam

can be changed. Since the spot brightness will vary with number

and speed of electrons striking the phosphor, it is clear that the

grid can be used to produce the grays that are needed for the

picture. The cathode can also be used for this purpose, and many

TV's are so designed that the video is placed on the cathode, rather

than on the grid. This kind of control :ust changes the number of

electrons "boiled off" in each split second of time.

We have noted that the spot must be moved from left to right

and top to bottom, and that the horizontal and vertical circuits

are responsible for doing it. These circuits are connected to

coils, two sets of wire surrounding the neck of the TV tube.

Together, they are called the YOKE. When a varying current flays

through the hoizonta deflection coil in the yoke, a varying mag-

netic field builds up which changes the path of the electron beam

within the tube and the spot moves from the midale of the tube in

a horizontal direction* The path that the spot follows depends

upon the strength and direction of the magnetic field, and, therefore,

the current in the coil. The vertical circuit works the same way



causing another varying magnetic field to move the spot in a

vertical direction, according to the strength and direction of

the varying current ,n the vertical coil.

The horizontal and vertical circuits control the movement of

the spot through the magnetic fields set up by the yoke.

You might ask where the high voltage comes from whidh is

needed to pull the beam to the phosphor. It comes from the

horizontal circuits almost as a by-product.

The horizontal output stage is connected to the horizontal

deflection coils of the yoke by means of a transformer. One end

of this transformer is connected to a high voltage rectifier.

When the current in the horizontal deflection coil stops, the

magnetic field it produced collapses and sends a high (about 2000

volt) voltage pulse back to the transformer. This is stepped up

because of the high number of turns in the primary and is converted

to direct current by the high voltage rectifier. The resulting high

voltage is then applied to the picture tube.

Another effect of the collapsing field is a series of oscilla-

tions in, voltage. These oscillations would get into the current

producing the horizontal sweep, and the result would be vertical

bars at the left side of the picture. To prevent this from happen-

ing, a circuit called a damper is used. The damper removes all

but tha first of these oscillations. It also provides a higher

source of voltage for use in other parts of the receiver, called

a "B# boost."



You will recall we said that the signal strength received at

the location of the receiver from different stations depends upon

distance from station and direction of antenna. It would be incon-

venient if you had to adjust the volume and contrast or brightness

controls each time you changed stations because one station was

weaker than another. So automatic gain control circuits (AGO

were developed. This circuit senses the strength of the signal

and automatically adjusts the amount of amplification given to it

as it passes through the tuner and IF amplifier stages.

The AGO receives its signal from the video detector stage.

If this signal is very strong, it sends a voltage to the tuner

and IF amplifier which redtiees the strength of the signal received.

If the signal is weak, it sends a voltage back whidh increases the

strength. The net effect is a rather constant strength of detected

video. Keyed AGO makes use of the horizontal sync pulses, in that

it is only during the interval of the horizontal sync pulses that

AGO samples are taken from the video signal. Therefore, noise

pulses occurring any other time cannot contribute to AGO action

and the operation is more satisfactory.

Remember that the TV signal contains sound, sync and picture

portions. We now have to describe how the sound gets to the

speaker. Remember the sound follows the same path as the picture,

until it gets to the output of the video amp. Here it is prevented

from getting into the TV picture and is sent to the sound limiter.

The sound portion of the TV signal is an FM signal. That is, the

sound intensity and frequency are all carried by changes in fre-
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quency, rather t an in amplitude. The picture signal consists

of all amplitude changes.

The sound circuits convert the FM signal into an audio signal

for the speaker to reproduce as sound. Since the sound signal may

have gotten some Euplitude variations in it, the first thing to do

is to eliminate them. This is done in the sound limiter. The

next step is to convert the FM signal into an audio signal. This

is done in the sound discriminator. The resulting output is a

weak audio signal, which is then amplified in the sound output

stage, passed through a volume control and fed to a speaker for

reproduction.

All voltages needed by the receiver for its operation are

supplied by the line cord, plugged into the wall outlet. Some

sets use transformers and vaauum tube rectifiers to produce the

voltages from the AC line. Other sets do not. These use semi-

conductor diodes for rectification. All sets require some amount

of filtering of the power supply ripple left in the voltage after

it has been changed to DC. Filaments may be supplied by transformer

windings, and when they are, they are connected in parallel. 'When

the transformer is missing, the filaments are connected in series.

In this case, a failure of one filament disconnects all filaments

from the source.

Now let's summarize:

The antenna makes it possible to receive stations better than

without it. The tuner selects the channel to watch, amplifies the

selected TV signal and converts it to an IF signal for use by the
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IF circuits, The IF now contains the same information it had

when it was received, but at the new frequency. The IF circuits

amplify the signal and pass it to the video detector which removes

the IF frequency, leaving only the information that was riding on

the IF signals. The video is amplified and passed to the picture

tube. The sound is passed to the sound circuits, and the sync

pulses are sent to the sync separator. Horizontal and vertical

sync pulses are separated out to lock in the oscillators producing

the vertical and horizontal deflection voltages. These are applied

to the deflection coils, which drive the video horizontally and

vertically. The horizontal circuits also produce the high voltage

needed by the picture tube to produce the spot. The AGC circuits

compensate automatically for differences in received signal

strength, and the sound circuit converts the FM sound signal into

an amplified audio signal for the loudspeaker. Power is obtained

from AC line cord and is converted to DC for use by the receiver.

Now let's see what happens after this in the next section.

D. THE VISUAL STORY

You will recall that during the normal broadcast day, TV stations

in any given area are transmitting at the same time. A natural

question to ask is how can we receive any signal at all? The answer

follows:

1. Antennai The antenna receives the television signal and

passes it to the tunern The Zenith TV has two antennas.



The rabbit ears (some sets bave two t lescoping sections like

this (V) and that is why they were called rabbit ears. This set has

only one.) are used for channels 2 - 13 (VBIF) which stands for very

high frequency. The loop is used for channels 14 - 83 (UHF whidh

means ultra high frequency and is higher in frequency than very

high frequency). The quality of the reception often depends upon

the placement of the antenna

Q. By moving the antenna into various positions, the quality

of the picture can be improved. True or false. (When you have

answered, turn to the next page.)

Rabbit ears
(Onl y one)

V. RE ANT U.RE ANTI



If you said true, you are right.

If you said false, re-read the last paragraph.

When the VHF channel selector (that's sometimes cal ed the

channel switch, or tuning control) is tuned to channels 2 - 13,

the UHF antenna will have no effect on the picture. When the

channel selector is placed at the UBF position, the rabbit ears

will have no effect on the picture. Why should that be so? Think

about this question for a minute; then look at the answer below.

The channel selector switch disconnects the rabbit ears when

tuned to UHF and disconnects the loop antenna (and UHF tuner about

mhich you'll hear more later) when tuned to channels 2 - 13.

Some TV's receive UHF and VHF on the same antenna. An external

antenna mounted on the roof of the house can be used for improved

reception in locations where reception, would be poor for inside

antenna.

Such locations are sometimes called:

1. Binge

2. Fringe

3 Hinge
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No, a binge is slang for too much of something.

Right, as the word suggests, it is at the edge or outer

limits of the TV signal.

No, a hinge is used for hanging doors on cabinets.

2. UHF Tun ry When the VHF channel switch is tuned to UHF,

the UBF tuner is connected to the VHF RF amplifier. At the same

time, the VHF Antenna is disconnected from the VHF RF Amplifier.

Signals from channels 14 - 83 are then received from 7Che UHF

antenna* You then use the UHF channel selector to tune one of the

UHF signals in. This signal is amplified and converted into a

lower frequency signal. It is then fed into the VHF RF amplifier,

at the connection where channel one would be connected. No stations

broadcast on VHF channel 1. This conversion to a lower frequency

is done the same way it is done in converting the VHF RF frequency

to a single IF frequency. (Remember your earlier lesson on this?)

Don't confuse the tlom frequency conversions. Weill teak about the

conversion to IF a little later.

Now some questions. Circle the right answer.

1. The rabbit ear(s) are used for VHF, UHF, in the Zenith TV

N-6 series used.

2. Tha VHF antenna is connected to the VHF RF amplifier when

the VHF channel switch is tuned to DEE, phannel g. (Select one)

3. The UHF channel selector switch can only select a channel

when the VHF channel selector is in the UHF pos tionarue F s

4. All UHF channels are converted to a single VHF frequency. T$ F

5*
UHF is higher than VHF. True, Fast

Go to the next page for answers.
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Answers:

1. VHF

2. Channel 2

3. True

4. True

5. True

If you missed any of these questions, re-read the material and

get it straight in your head before yaa go on.

We left the signal at the VHF RF Amplifier -- regardless of

whether it came from VHF or UHF, that's where it stopped, right?

Right. OK.

The VHF RF amplifier makes the signal bigger; that is, it

amplifies it. The amount of amplification carried out here varies

somewhat, We want a certain signal strength out of this amplifier,

but the signal strength depends on such things as antenna positioning,

distance from the station, etc. So, weak signals are amplified more

than strong signals to bring all signals up to the same strength.

The amount of amplification is controlled by the AGC or Automatic

Gain Control circuits. We'll taIk about this AGC circuit later.

For now, remember that the RF amplifier is one circuit where the

amount of gain or amplification is controlled.

Do you remember your lesson on operational controls and adjust-

ments? Remember when the picture got too dark -- it was overloaded

when the instructor misadjusted the AGC. When your set is too close

to the broadcast station, yau have to reduce the signal into this

amplifier by putting H pads next to the antenna.
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OK, that's the story on the VHF RF am 1 flea?.

Circle these statements true or false:

1. The RF amplifier makes the signal bigger when it is

smaller than the desired output strength. True or False.

The RI amplifier is one of the places where the AGC controls

amplification. True or False.

Answers:

1. True

2. True

Did you get these right? Don't go on if you missed either one.

Re-read the material and get it straight before you try the next step.

3. Bilux, The signal from the RF amplifier is sent to the MIXER.

The mixer receives the amplified selected TV signal from the VHF RF

amplifier and another signal from the VHF oscillator. The mixer

combines these signals to produce an IF (Intermediate Frequency)

signal which is sent to the Video IF stages. The actual frequency

of the TV signal being sent to the Mixer from the VHF RF Amplifier

depends upon the channel selected (UHF is connected in the position

where channel I would be). The video IF stages are tuned to only

one frequency (45.7510. In order to amplify all channels equally

well, via must have a constant frequency coming out of the mixer.

This is done by varying the frequency of the VHF Oscillator. Each

time a different channel is selected, the VHF Oscillator's frequency

is also changed, so that when its signal is mixed with the TV's

signal, the result is an IF with the same frequency, which is tha

difference between the TV frequency and the oscillator frequency.

That is with an RF of 54MO, the oscillator would run at 99.700

to produce a difference of 99.75-54 equals 45.75MC. IF.
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Here are some more questions:

1. You need a constant IF out of the MIXER because the IF Amp

amplifies only one frequency. True or False.

The MIXER mixes BF and IF signals. True or False.

If the RF Amplifier frequency is 54MC and the oscillator

frequency is 2.09.75 megacycles, the IF frequency from the

MIXER is

4. Is the frequency in the above example the correct IF

frequency for TV sets? Yes or No

5. The IF is the same, regardless of whether you are tuned

to UHF or VHF. True or False.

Answers:

1. True (but actually the IF amp more than a single frequency)

2. False

3. 55.75MO

4. No

5. True

If you missed any, check yourself out before going on. Notice

that the last question goes back to the earlier subject of how UHF

is converted to a VHF (channel 1) frequency by the same process of

mixing frequencies as is done in the MIXER, but it is not done in

this MIXER.

4. Video 1F Am lifter. The IF signal from the MIXER is sent

to the VIDEO IF AMPLIFIER. Even though it is called VIDEO IF, the

sound and sync signals are also present.
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The VIDEO IF AMPLIFIER am li ies these signals. A lot of

amplification Is needed so there are three stages of IF amplifi-

cation, (Other sets may have more or less.) Each stage makes the

signal bigger than the last. Also there is AGO action here, just

as there was in the RF amplifier. It is needed here because the

amount of gain (amplification) is not controlled well enough in

the RF amplifier.

Questions:

1. VIDEO IF AMPLIFIER stages amplifies only video. True or False.

2, Only one VIDEO IF carrier frequency is amplified in the

VIDEO IF AMPLIFIER. True or False.

3. All TV sets have three stages of VIDEO IF amplification.

True or False.

4. VIDEO IF AMPLIFIER stages amplify UHF more than VHF because

UHF has a higher frequency. True or False.

5. AGO action takes place in the RF amplifier and IF Amplifier.

True or False.

Answers:

1. False

2. True

3. False

4. False

5. True

Get them all right? Good. If not, read the material until you

do. Oan you answer all questions asked so far correctly/ Be confi-

dent that you can before going on. Then, go man, go!
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5. Video Detector The VIDEO IF AMPLIFIER sends the amplified

IF signal to the VIDEO DETECTOR. The VIDEO DETECTOR removes the

IF from the rest of the signal (which contains the video, sound

and sync signals). Here again those three signals are together,

even though this is called the VIDEO DETECTOR. The output of the

VIDEO DETECTOR is applied to two places:

1. Visleo amplifier

2. AGC - Sync clipper

This input to the AGC - sync clipper -- helps to eliminate any

noise riding on the video signal that might cause distortion in

the picture. If this noise were left on the signal, it would cause

the picture to jump, roll and tear. The video amp inputs include

sound video and sync signals.

Questions:

1. Can yau answer all previous questions correctly? Yes or No

2. Video, sound and sync signals go through the VIDEO DETECTOR.

True or False.

3. The output of the VIDEO DETECTOR is IF (45.75 megacycles)

True or False.

4. The noise would cause the picture to be very sharp if left

on the signal. True or False.

Go to the next page after you have made your answers.



An wers:

1. Yes

2. True

3. False, The IF is removed.

4. False, It would cause it to jump and roll and tear.

Could you anawer the first question with a yes? Be sure of

yourself before you go on. Did you have any trouble? Re-read the

material if you missed any of the questions and don't understand

the explanation given after the answer.

6. Video !outilifier,. The detected video signal is sent to the

VIDEO AMPLIFIER. Here the signal is amplified, and the sound,

picture and sync signals are separated. The picture signal is

sent through the CONTRAST control to the picture tube. The sound

signal is sent to the SOUND LIMITER, and the sync. signal is

applied to two places: (1) AGC Input and (2) The sync separator

input.(All of these are parts of the sync clipper tube.)

Me won't ask any questions here, so long as you understand

that the sound, picture and sync signals are separated here and

sent to three different places.

7. AGOo The Automatic Gain Control receives its signal from

the VIDEO A. It is this input to the AGC which the AGO samples

to see if the amount of gain should be inoreased or decreased in

the earlier stages of amplification which it controls. This process

of taking a signal sample and using it to control amplification



earlier in the signal path is called feedback. This signal

represents the average signal strength for the channel and the

location of the set. As the signal changes in value, the AGC

produces a voltage which is fed to the IF and RF amplifiers in

order to maintain a constant average detected signal. The AGC

samples the video at a specific time. That specific time is the

time of the horizontal pulse, one of the two sync signals. Without

AGO, you would have wide variations in picture quality as you change

from channel to channel, or as the atmospheric conditions changed.

The AGO automatically solves the problem. In some TV's, the AGC

voltage is sampled at the video detector stages and fed back to

the RF and IF steges.

The variations in amplitude of the signal to the picture tube

cause the variations from black to white of the spot (called picture

detail) appearing on the picture tube. Varying the CONTRAST control

produces greater or less difference in the shades of gray possible

in the picture. Varying BRIGHTNESS control produces changes in the

intensity of the picture and is useful to correct for varying

ambient (surrounding) viewing conditions. Remember, adjustment of

one makes it necessary to re-adjust the other usually. The

BRIGHTNESS control makes the spot brighter and is connected directly

to the picture tube at the same place the picture signal comes into

the tube

Another control voltage coming to the picture tube is an internal

focus adtustment which is factory adjusted. The "adjustment', is
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done by selecting one of three voltage taps. Like focusing a

camera, you can make the spot sharper with this adjustment, but

yau would not normally do anything about this, since the factory

has already selected the best tap for the particular receiver.

Other manufacturers use different circuits to accomplish the

same function.

This completes the signals and control concerned with putting

the spot of light of varying brightness onto the picture tube, so

let's ask some questions:

1. The spot of light can get brighter when:

a Brightness control is moved.

b. Signal strength from video amplifier changes.

a. Both (a) and (b).

2. The FOCUS control is factory adjusted. True or False.

3. The CONTRAST control changes the shades of gray. True or False.

4 A faulty CONTRAST control could keep the spot from getting

on the picture tube. True or False.

5. The AGC controls the amount of amplifications in the

VIDEO DETECTOR. True or False.

Answers:

1. c

2. True

3. True

4. True. The signal from the video amplifier goes through the

CONTRAST control on the way to the picture tube. If the control is
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faulty, it could stop the signal from getting through;

however, it doesn't always eliminate the brightness from

the screen of the tube.

5 False. In some TV's, it is sample from the detector.

8. S Si Plo Now let's go back to the VIDEO AMPLIFIER.

We've followed the picture (video) signal through the VIDEO AMPLIFIER

to the picture tube and we've finished with it. We'll take up the

sound later -- and it's pretty simple. But now we'll talk about

how the spot of light is moved around on the picture tube in both

the horizontal and vertical directions! These are control signals

which, giyalhmalla the movement of the spot of light to a spot of

light moving in the camera in the oadc $ st ion. Get that?

There is a camera in the broadcast station; you ve probably seen

them on some TV shows. Those cameras break up the picture they see

into a moving spot of light of varying brightness. As that spot

moves, so me want the spot to move on our TV picture tube. That's

what the sync signals are for. Now let's see where we get the

sync signal.

The signal, AGC and sync, which is taken from the VIDEO AMP

as you will remember, goes to the same tube, including SYNC CLIPPER

and AGC. In this set, then, the AGC and SYNC CLIPPER are in the

same tube. Eadh signal is put on a control grid, one to each half

of this tube; both the AGC and the SYNC CLIPPER have separate input

grids. Remember this signal includes the sound, picture and sync

signal. The SYNC CLIPPER side of the tube cliv off everything
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but the sync signal. This si nal contains both horizontal and

vertical sync signals. (Notice how we can talk about a signal

one time and later find out it is composed of more than one signal.)

Now this sync clipper also splits off the vertical sync signal and

sends it to the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR and sends the other sync signal

to the HORIZONTAL AFC (Automatic Frequency Control).

If you ve got all this, try to do these questions before we

follow the vertical and horizontal sync signals to their destinations.

Questions: Answer True or False*

1. The AGC separates the horizontal and vertical sync signals.

2. The SYNC CLIPPER sends Video to the VIDEO AMPLIFIER*

3 The SYNC CLIPPER sends vertical pulses to the VERTICAL

OSCILLATOR.

4. The AGC receiv s Video and Sync pulse signals only during

the time of the horizontal pulses.

TV cameras are in TV stations.

The brightness of the spot of light on the picture tube

is controlled by the horizontal sync pulse.

7. There is no video in the horizontal pulses sent to the

HORIZONTAL AFC.

Hbrizontal and Vertical Sync pulses are used to make the

spot of light move on the picture tube exactly the same

way the spot moves on the TV camera at the station.

If you had trouble with these questions, re-read the material

be ore you look at the answers. Then turn the page for tha

correct answers.
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An wer

1. False

2. False

3. True

4 False, it receives them all the time, but the AGC action

takes place only during the horizontal pulse.

5. True

6. False

7. True remember video is removed by the SYNC CLIPPER.

8. True

We're getting close to seeing haw the whole TV works now.

Before you go on, make sure you have everything straight, so yau

aren't carrying any misconceptions into this final phase. Be sure;

then go on.

9. RalrectlaaJW292111.

9.1 VERTICAL OSCILLATOR

OK. Let's take the vertical signal out of the SYNC

CLIPPER. We said it went to the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR. It does, and

that's what me want to talk about now. The signal from the SYNC

CLIPPER causes the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR to run at the frequency of

the vertical sync signal, and that is the rate the TV camera is

running. If it were not for this vertical sync signal, the

VERTICAL OSCILLATOR would rim at a frequency lower than the frequency

of the vertical sync signal., The vertical sync frequency is 60 cps.

This means the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR will run at 60 cycles per second
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when there is a vertical sync signal applied to 't What do yau

think the vertical OSCILLATOR would do if you were tuned to a

channel which is not receiving a broadcast signal? Would it run

at its own rate? les, it would. Its rate isslightly less than

60 cycles per second. But it runs, regardless of whether a sync

signal is applied or not. That's important.

Mark the following questions True or False:

1. The VERTICAL OSCILLATOR runs only when the vertical

sync signal is applied to it,

The VERTICAL OSCILLATOR runs at the rate of the sync

signal, when the sync signal is applied to it.

The vertical sync signal runs at the rate of the TV

camera's vertical signal.

4. The frequency of the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR is less than

that of the vertical sync pulse, when there is no vertical

sync pulse applied.

5. The frequency of the vertical sync pulse is 600 cycles

per second.

Turn the page for the answers.



Answer

1 False

2. True

3. True

4 True

5. False

Now if you're all straight on these questions, we'll take up

an adjustment that controls the frequency of the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR0

It is called the VERTICAL HOLD control. You've worked with

this in the adjustment lesson plan and you'll remember that you

can change it so that the picture rolls in either direction.

This control can change the natural frequency of the VERTICAL

OSCILLATOR and is normally adjusted, so that the vertical sync signal

can lock the frequency into its own frequency. This just means that

the natural frequency of the y. rticce.......a..2millgsal has to be fairly

close to 60 cps (the vertical sync frequency) in order for the

Vertical sync signal to control it.

Now, here's a thinking man's question: When you move the

VERTICAL HOLD control one way, then the other, the picture rolls

in one direction and then the other, but through a certain range

of control turning, the picture stays steady. Why do yau suppose

that is?
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9.2 VERTICAL SIZE control

Remember, the VERTICAL SIZE control can change the

height of the picture on the picture tube. In addition, it can

shrink the picture at the top and Etretch it out at the bottom.

Also remember that the distortion is greater at the bottom when

this control is moved. This size control causes its effects by

changing the amplitude of the output from the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR

(not the frequency, but the amplitude). Increasing the amplitude

of the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR output signal increases the height of

the picture, but, unfortunately, this causes the distortion you get

at bottom and top. You have to use the vertical linearity control

to correct this distortion. But the VERTICAL LINEARITY control

affects the signal at the next stage we will be talking about...

the VERTICAL OUTPUT stage.

9.3 VERTICAL OUTPUT

The VERTICAL OUTPUT receives its signal from the

VERTICAL OSCILLATOR and amplifies it. The VERTICAL LINEARITY

control makes the amplification linear. If this control is out of

adjustment, the top of the picture looks distorted. It is used in

combination with the VERTICAL SIZE control to get a picture of the

right height which is also undistorted at top and bottom.

Here are some questions:

1. The VERTICAL SIZE control and VERTICAL LINEARITY control tend

to compensate for eadh other. True or False*

2. The VERTICAL LINEARITY control adjusts VERTICAL OSCILLATOR* Tar

The VERTICAL LINEARITY control mostly affects the bottom, IQ
of the picture. (pick one)

Turn the page for answers.
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Answer

1. True

2. False

3. Top

OK? Let's push on to the end of the line for vertical pulses.

9.4 VERTICAL DEFLECTION COILS

The output of the VERTICAL OUTPUT stage is sent to

the VERTICAL DEFLECTION COILS on the YOKE on the neck of the

picture tube, to move the spot of light in the vertical (up-down)

direction. It should move the spot, by electromagnetic action,

down the tube at a steady rate. When it gets to the bottom, it

should snap back, It moves down sixty times a second because that's

the frequency of the vertical sync pulse. When there is no station

tuned in, it moves down slightly less of ten because it operates

at the natural frequeney of the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR. This distance

it moves is controlled by the SIZE control, and the spot will move

at a steady rate each time it goes down, if the linearity control

is properly adtusted. There is just one more thing to say about

the vertical pulsee It concerns the snap back of the spot from

the bottom to the top of the picture. We want the set to be

"blanked out" during this time, so that the spot is not seen

going back.

9.5 BLANKING

The same old vertical sync pulse (from the sync

clipper) is used to "blank out" the set. For blanking, it goes
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from the SYNC CLIPPER directly to a grid in the picture tube that

does4the blanking. It works so that this grid stops the spot of

light during the time the spot is going back.

Let's have a few more questions, nowl

1. A YOKE is

a. Something funny.

ID. The yellow thing in an egg.

c. A bunch of coils hanging around the neck of a picture

tube.

2. The VERTICAL DEFLECTION COIL is separate from the

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL in the YOKE. True or False.

3. The spot of light moves down the picture tube regardless

of whether the sync pulse is present or not. True or False.

If the sync pulse is not present, any picture you have

will roll. True or False.

5. The blanking pulse is applied to the YOKE. True or False.

6. The blanking pulse comes from the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR.

True orTalse.

Turn the page for yaur answers.
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Answer

1. That question was a "yoke."

2. True

3. True

4. True

5. False

6. False

If yau got all the questions right, you're ready for the

horizontalthat's moving the spot of light across the picture

tube from left to right.

Me were just back at the SYNC CLIPPER for a blanking pulse.

You remember that that is where the vertical pulse was separated.

Now we're going to talk about what's left.

9.6 HORIZONTAL AFC

The other pulses from the SYNC CLIPPER are applied

to the HORIZONTAL AFC (Automatic Frequency Control). This AFC

is one of the circuits which controls the frequency of the

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR. This oscillator is controlled indirectly,

rather than directly, as the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR was. (Early TV

sets had direct control in the Horizontal, but it was found that

unwanted noise would accidentally trigger the horizontal oscillator,

in addition to the sync pulse doing it, and produce a bad picture.

So newer sets have this indirect control.)
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We're going to talk about this indirect control now. This

AFC is part of a feedback loop, just like the AGC was. In the

AFC circuit, the horizontal sync signal from the SYNC CLIPPER is

compared to the signal being produced by the HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR

The AFC produces a voltage signal as the result of this comparison*

The size of the signal produced is proportional to the amount of

the difference between the sync signal frequency and the HORIZONTAL

OSCILLATOR frequency. This voltage from the AFC is fed to the

HORIZONTAL CONTROL circuit. The HORIZONTAL CONTROL amplifies the

voltage and passes it to the HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR. The frequency

of the HORI7ONTAL OSCILLATOR is controlled by this voltage. The

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR will run at its own frequency when the sync

signal is not controlling it

9.7 HORIZONTAL HOLD CONTROL

There is a HORIZONTAL HOLD CONTROL which varies the

frequency of the HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR, so that it stays within

range of the synchronizing control circuits. When it is misadjusted,

the picture will twist because it is not synchronized to the fre-

quency of the horizontal signal coming from the broadcast station.

9.8 HORIZONTAL OUTPUT

The signal from the HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR goes to the

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT stage, where it is amplified. From the HORIZONTAL

OUTPUT, it goes five places. One of these is the feedbadk to the

AFC Wye already talked about.
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The second is the AGC. The signal out of the HORIZONTAL

OUTPUT goes to the AGC circuit. This is the AGO, not the AFC,

we're talking about now. It is this signal that tells the AGC

circuit "now is the time to sample the video". Remember the AGC

samples only during the Horizontal sync pulse, and this signal

tells the AGO when that time is.

Would you like some questions now? No? OK, we'll go on.

The third place a signal from the HORIZONTAL OUTPUT goes

is to the HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL in the YOKE, but it goes through

the horizontal sweep transformer, sometimes called the flyback

transformer. At the deflection coil it makes the spot go back

and forth 262.5 times during the time it takes the spot to get

from top to bottom once. That spot is painting, just like lines

in a book.

The fourth place the signal from the HORIZONTAL OUTPUT goes

is the HI VOLTAGE RECTIFIER. Here the horizontal pulse is turned

into the very high voltage needed for the picture tube. Watch out!

That's 13.5 kilovolts in the set you have. Here's an interesting

point: This rectifier uses the HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL to help

produce the high voltage!

The fifth place is the DAMPER. This circuit produces a fairly

high "B plus boosted voltage for use in several stages of the set,

including the HORIZONTAL OUTPUT tabe itself.



Now we really must have some questions because you've gone

through the whole process for putting a picture on the tube.

1. The HORIZONTAL AFC colpensates automatically for changes

in received signal strength. True or False.

The HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR runs at 60 cps. True or False.

3. The output of the HORIZONTAL OUTPUT will produce 262.5

lines each time the VERTICAL OSCILLATOR produces a signal

that sends the spot down the picture tube o4le.

The H.V RECTIFIER produces a 13.5XV D.C. for use by the

picture tube.

5. The AFC is concerned with, =au= or Amplitude. Pidk one.

6. The AGC is concerned with, =lama or maltaft Pick one.

7 The VERTICAL OSCILLATOR is controlled indirectly, and the

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR is controlled directly. True or False*

8. The AGO is part of a feedback but the AFC is not. True or False.

The AFC is part of an indirect control of the HORIZONTAL

OSCILLATOR. True or False*

10. The HORIZONTAL HOLD control affects the frequency of the

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR. True or False.

11. The HORIZONTAL OUTPUT sends its signal to five places.

True or False*

12'. The HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL serves two purposes.

True or False

13. The HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL is part of the YOKE just

as the VERTICAL DEFLECTION COIL is. True or False.

14. The H.V. RECTIFIER includes the HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION

COIL. True or False.
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r"----7TheHlr. RECTIFIER produces the high voltage needed to

make the picture tube operate. True or False.

16. The DANPER produces the high voltage needed for the

picture tube to operate, True or False.

17. The B/ voltage on the HORIZONTAL OUTPUT comes from the

DANPER True or False.

18. I think I've got be Technical Story right so fare

True or False.

Sketch space - Donitst guess. Figure it out. Lead is cheap.

Turn the page for answers.



Answe

I False. It compensates for frequency, not amplitude.

2. False. The VERTICAL OSCILLATOR operates at 60cps.

3. True

4 True

5. Frequency

6. Amplitude

7. False. Other way around.

8. False. Both are part of feedback circuits.

9. True,

10. True

11. True

12. True Horizontal deflection. Htgh voltage production.

13. True. It just has an extra job in producing high voltage.

14. True

15. True

16. False

17. True

18. If you said true, you re pretty good. If yau said false,

you're modest, or yau need another "go round." Me suggest you

"go round" right now, while you've got a hold on the whole things

Ybu're close to having it straight, and you might as well come out

knowing this. It is the basis of all troubleshooting, and you'll

need it. There's no point in faking this when you're so close to

having it right. Go ahead. Go back now. It will go rapidly and

easily. Go now -- now, do it -- nowt
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TV SOUND AND POWER

1, Overview, This is a story about how TV sound and power

are produced. You have learned already how the picture gets onto

the picture tube. When you have finished this material, you will

have a fairly good idea of how the whole TV works. As you read

this, you will be asked to fill in some blanks, or to answer some

true or false questions, /bu should be able to answer these

questions with little diffiaulty. If you have trouble, go back

and read the material again until you can answer the questions.

OK, let's begin.

The signal the TV set receives contains three types of information:

picture, sound and sync. Each of these types of information is

required to obtain a good picture with sound.

The e iL tion puts various shades of gray

on the picture tube.

The sync information makes it possible to arrange the

shades of gray into a reproduction of the picture the

TV camera sees at the TV station.

The Lgujid informEitAm makes it possible for you to

hear what is being said.

All the cirauits in the TV set need power to operate. The

powar used comes from the house wall outlet into which you have

plugged the line cord. This power that comes from the wall outlet

is AC power, and it cannot be used directly by the TV circuits,

except for the filament circuits. It has to be changed into a form



which the circuits can use. This is done by the TV power su ply

and other special circuits which you will learn about

We will talk about the sound circults first and see how the

sound signal is changed into something which you can hear

2. TV Sound. Let us begin at the output side of the VIDEO

DETECTOR* The signal out of th. VIDEO DETECTOR contains sync

sound and picture information. The signal, still with its three

types of information, next goes to the VIDEO AMPLIFIER.

.. * . The t re i or on, after being amplified by the

VIDEO AMPLIFIER, goes through the CONTRAST CONTROL and

then to the PICTURE TUBE.

.. . The SYNC INFORMATION goes to the sync clipper after

amplification.

*. * The so4Jormtion also is amplified in the VIDEO

AMPLIFIER*

After emerging from the VIDEO DETECTOR, the sound, picture and

sync information are sent :toward, the TV picture tube. However,

between the VIDEO DETECTOR and the PICTURE TUBE (in the VIDEO AMP

STAGE), there is a circuit called a "trap." This "trap" is tuned

to 4.5 MC, and, therefore, is called the 4.5 MC trap. This trap

allows the picture and sync information to pass through it to the

picture tube. The sound information is trapped by the 4.5 MC trap

and is sent to the SOUND LIMITER. Thus --

The 4.5 MC trap prevents sound information from getting

into the PICTURE TUBE
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The 4.5 MO trap sends the sound information on to

the SOUND LIMITER.

When we talk about limiting something, We mean keeping it within

certain bounds. If you put a rope on a dog and tie it to a tree

the dog can only go as far as the rope will let it. That's putting

an outside or maximum limit on haw far the dog can go from the tree.

If you put the rope through a long pipe, the dog couldn't get com-

pletely back to the tree. That would be putting a lower or minimum

limit on the dog's movement.

The function of the SOUND LIMITER is to limit or restrict the

amplitude of the signal output from the VIDEO AMPLIFIER. You

remember that the signal is amplified in the VIDEO AMPLIFIER. The

signal output varies in frequency (which wa want), but it also

varies in amplitude or strength. We want to get rid of these

amplitude variations. To do that, the signal is passed through

the SOUND LIMITER. Here, all portions of the signal above a

certain strength are chopped off.

Now some questions. Answer True or False.

1. The 4.5 MC trap removes the sound signal from the video.

2 The sound signal into the SOUND LIMITER is at a constant

amplitude.

3. The output of the SOUND LIMITER is a constant amplitude.

Go to the next page for the answers.



Answers:

1. True

2. False

3, True

The function of the SOUND LIMITER is to remove the amplitude

variations from the 4.5 MC sound signal output from the VIDEO

AMPLIFIER. This function is required, so that a frequency modulated

signal without amplitude variations can be sent to the SOUND

DISCRIMINATOR.

Do you remember what a frequency modulated sound signal is?

Well, even if you do, a little review won't hurt.

First think about the p_a_zr_tei. For Channel 2, this is a radio

signal of a frequency of 59.75 MC. Left by itself, it would just

go through 59 75 million oscillations each second* That's pretty

monotonous.

So, let's think about a man speaking into a microphone in the

TV station* Let's say he s reading a news bulletin* He speaks

loudly and softly, in other words, he varies the strength or

amplitude of his voice. At the same time, he speaks in a law tone

and then in a higher tone. in other words, he varies the pitch or

frequency of his voice*



Speech contains both amplitude and frequency changes By

connecting a microphone through certain circuits, the speech will

affect only the frequency of the 59.75 MC sound carrier, NOT the

amplitude of the carrier.

'ill A

11

c.

In frequency modulation, two things happen --

MINIIMPIONNIMON,

0 0 0

Sprech

SrgriAl

The frequency of the carrier is changed in proportion

to the amplitude changes of one's voice*

The frequency of the carrier is changed at a rate which

is in proportion to the tone or frequency changes of

one's voice.

When a TV newcaster talks into a mike, amplitude changes in his

voice produce frequency changes in tha carrier, frequency or pitch

changes in his voice produce changes in how often the frequency

changes (rate of change). The results on the carrier is to make

it lodk something like an accordian bellows, squeezing and pumping

away.

J

So much for the review of frequency modulation. Now, sound is

transmitted on a FM carried signal which is received by the TV set,

right along with the picture and sync signal. The original FM signal

has a high frequency which is removed in the MIXER stage. in its



place, an intermediate frequency signal is produced (just as

with the picture carrier) which then is amplified in the IF AMP

stages* The signal then goes to the VIDEO DETECTOR stage, where

the sound carrier is mixed with the video carrier. This produces

a 4,5 MC sound carrier, which is still frequency modulated exactly

like the FM carrier that first entered the TV.

We described haw the amplitude of the sound signal was limited

in the SOUND LIMITER. This signal, then, is sent to the SOUND

DISCRIMINATOR. It is called a discriminator because it can tell

the difference, or discriminate, betwaen signals of dIfferent

frequency. As the sound signal changes its frequency, the dis-

criminator produces a voltage output which is proportional to

changes in the frequency of the signal output.

Tile have described the function of the SOUND LIMITER and the

SOUND DISCRIMINATOR. But, in some TV's (like the one you're study

ing) the SOUND LIMITER isn't completely effective* That is, it

does not remove all the amplitude variations from the amplified

carrier zignal. In such cases, the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR, if it is

of the "gated beam type," provides some of the limiting action.

Putting it another way, in soma TV's, the gated beam SOUND DIS-

CRIMINATOR performs some of the limiting action. In such TV's,

the SOUND LIMITER cannot be said to perform limiting all by itself.

There are other types of discriminators which are incapable of

performing limiting action. Such discriminators would produce

distorted outputs if their inputs ware not adequately limited.



Me will not study these types of discriminators now. For now,

remember that a "gated discriminator" can, and does, do part of

the limiting of the carrier signal.

Now for some questions. Answer True or False.

1. The SOUND DISCRIMINATOR produces an output which is

proportional to the amplitude of the inyut signal, rather

than the frequency.

2. The original sound carrier is removed in the MIXER.

3. The 4.5 MC sound carrier from the VIDEO AMP is removed

by the SOUND LIMITER.

4. The primary function of the SOUND LIMITER is to limit the

amplitude of the sound coming out of the loudspeaker.

5. Some types of discriminators are sensitive to amplitude

variations in the FM input.

The gated beam type of SOUND DISCRIMINATOR provides some

of the limiting action as well as discrimination.

7. The greater the amplitude of the modulating audio signal

(like a voice) the faster will the changes in frequency

occur.

8. The greater the frequency (pitch) of the modulating audio

signal (voice) the faster will the changes in frequency occur.

9. The original sound information, such as a voice speaking

is the output of the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR.

10. The Sound Carrier is mixed with the video carrier in the

VIDEO DETECTOR to produce the 4.5 MC sound carrier.
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Th@no wore rather difficult missed any of these, go

back ani read the material again you are rive you can

enowor them correctly, continue with the lesson.

The signal out of the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR is an audio frequency

voltage. The amplitude of this voltage changes in direct relation

to changes in the frequency of the FM signal, whidh is fed into

the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR. The output of the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR

is sent through the VOLUME CONTROL and then to the SOUND OUTPUT.

As yau know, varying the position of the VOLUME CONTROL changes

the loudnegs of the sound coming out of the loudspeaker, Changing

the position of the VOLUME CONTROL CHANGES the amount of signal

which is allowed to pass through the VOLUME CONTROL. When the

1

IL

volume is up high, about all the signal is allowed to pass through
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Answer

1. False, just the reverse,

2. True, the original sound carrier is at an RF frequency.

3 False. If it were true, the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR would

have nothing to work with,

4 False

5. True

6. True

7. True

8. True

9. True

10. True

These were rather diffiault. If you missed any of these, go

back and read the material again. When you are sure you can

answer them correctly, continue with the lesson.

The signal out of the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR is an audio frequency

voltage. The amplitude of this voltage changes in direct relation

to changes in the frequency of the FM signal, which is fed into

the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR, The output of the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR

is sent through the VOLUME CONTROL and then to the SOUND OUTPUT.

As you know, varying the position of the VOLUME CONTROL changes

the loudnes's of the sound coming out of the loudspeaker. Changing

the position of the VOLUME CONTROL CHANGES the amount of signal

which is allowed to pass through the VOLUME CONTROL. When the

volume is up high, about all the signal is allowed to pass through;
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when the volume is turned down law, only a little of the signal

gets through.

The signal output from the VOLUME CONTROL is sent to the

SOUND OUTPUT stage. In this stage, the signal io amplified and

then sent to the loudspeaker.

The LOUDSPEAKER converts the electrical audio frequency signal

into a mechanical movement I.. it causes the loudspeaker cone to

move in and out. This mechanical movement vibrates the airland

sound waves are made. This is what Ilk, hear.

Let us naw summarize the TV sound channel

1 The sound signal is received by the TV, right along with

the picture signal, as a frequency modulated signal.

2. The RF carrier signal which is carrying the sound signal

is removed in the MIXER, and a new lower frequency FM

sound carrier is added. This new frequency is the IF signal.

The new FM sound carrier is sent to the VIDEO IF AMPLIFIERS

in which it is amplified, and sent to the VIDEO DETECTOR.

In the VIDEO DETECTOR, the sound carrier and the picture

carrier signals are mixed to produce a 4.5 MC FM sound

signal. This signal is sent to the VIDEO AMPLIFIER.

In the VIDEO AMPLIFIER, the signal is again amplified.

The picture signal is then allowed to pass onward to the

picture tube. The sound signal is prevented from getting

into the picture tube by the 11,1.22 trap. This trip channels

off the sound rignal and sends it to the SOUND LIMITER.



The SOUND LIMITER removes any amplitude variations which

might have entered the FM sound signal. In other words,

it limits the amplitude of the signal. This limited sound

signal goes then to the SOUND DISCRIMINATOR

7. The SOUND DISCRIMINATOR produces an audio frequency output.

The amplitude of this output depends upon the amount the

input signal frequency has changed from 4.5 MC. This

audio output is sent to the VOLUME CONTROL.

8. The volume or strength of the signal is varied by the

VOLUME CONTROL. This control determines the amount of

audio signal which will get through the control. This

signal goes to the SOUND OUTPUT stage.

9. The SOUND OUTPUT stage amplifies the signal and sends it to

the LOUDSPEAKER. In the LOUDSPEAKER the electrical audio

signal is converted into sound waves.

ITIOLAMELIF

4. 5MC Trap

ILIMUMEL.

SOUND DISCRIMINATOR

LOUDSPEAKER

picture and sync signals



TheTVPolt: As you know, electrical devices

need a source of power. Some portable TV's are battery

operated. Most TV's have a linecord which must be

plugged into a wall outlet. For the Zenith portable TV

you are studying, the power to operate the circuits in

the set comes from a wall outlet. This power enters the

TV through the line cord.

The voltage that is available at a wall outlet usually has

a voltage of between 110 and 120 volts. This is an AC voltage

which has a frequency of sixty cycles per second. Now, TV circuits

need a different type of voltage to operate. Some circuits can

use directly the 120 volts AC which comes from the wall outlet

Other circuits need voltages which, depending on the particular

TV set, may go higher than 20,000 volts. Some TV circuits operate

on AC current, while others need DC current. HOW are all these

voltage and current requirements obtained?

A TV power supply can be divided into two classes, the law

a and the hwijaatagLimay. You have already

learned something about the HV supply in an earlier lesson, and

you will learn more later on. For now, we will discuss the law

voltage circuits.

There are two principle objectives of the law voltage circuits:

....4 they supply the current needed to heat the filaments of

the vacuum tubes. This is what makes the tubes light up.

't;hey supply the direct current voltage needed for the

vacuum tube plates and for the bias supplies.
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Some TV's are designed so that all the heaters (or filaments)

are connected in parallelp This is possible when all the tube

filaments require the sall.....12.2,9.1L..s..bae. In such TV's, the filament

laws. comes from a special 112..an....j.zndin on the ly.poweIti

transformer. A different winding on the power transformer supplies

a higher voltage to a rectifier tube. This arrangement is used to

produce the voltage needed for the tube plates. (As you should

remember, a rectifier tube is used to change AC current into pul-

sating DC current.)

Some TV's like the one you will work with, do not have a

power transformer. In such TV's, the tube filaments are connected

in series. With this arrangement, the same current flaws through

all tubes. Furthermore, if one filament fails (burns out for

example, no other filament can get its current. As a result, all

the tubes will go out. This filament arrangement is knows as a

mas string tvpa, of filament supply. Capacitors are used in the

string to prevent high frequency signals from being transferred

from one tube to another.

When the TV set is of the transformerless type, one side of

the AC line is connected to the TV chassis. In such cases, it is

very important not to touch the metal chassis since yau may be

shocked by the AC. The oil/off switch might only disconnect one

side of the line. So, bo_careful. Befoye

be sure not to touch the eh ssis hen th

Fuses: As you know, fuses are used to protect electrical

equipment. A fuse is usually inserted in the power line of a TV.
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This fuse will open and interrupt tile currelai if a short circuLt

!al, the TV causes an unusually larre amount of current to flowc

This protects the parts of the TV set which might otherwise he

damaged by excessively high current

A DC voltage is needed for the plate and biasing circuits.

This DC voltage can be obtained in a variety of ways. In a

TV set which has a power transformer, a vaauum tube rectifier

might be used. In a transformerless type TV, a semiconductor

diolle night be used, Sometimes these diodes are called silicon

diodes. These silicon diodes function as rectifiers. That is

they 7:ave the capability of conducting current in one direction

better tLan in the reverse direction. As a result, when an AC

voltage is applied to a silicon diode, the output is a voltage

Whidh pulses in one direction. This is called pulsating DC.

Pulsating DC voltage cannot be used directly. It must be

smoothed out a bit. This is done by a filter network consisting

of electrolytic capacitors (they look like tin cans) and iron-core

coils. (Such coils are called uchokes.") The voltage available

after such filtering is a DC voltage which is steady or smooth

enough to be used by the TV. This DC voltage is then distributed

over wires to the individual circuits which need it. Its voltage

is about 130 volts DC.

Now for some questions:

1. In series string filament circuits, all heaters get the

same current.

In a transformerless set, one side of the AC line is

grounded to the chassis.
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The fuse protects parts from damage by opening when

excessive current flows.

Silicon diodes produce a steady DC voltage,

5. A filter network Is needeft to get rid e pulses in t13

plate supply.

Answers:

1. True

2. True, so be careful

3. True

4. False

5. True

Did you get them all right? Good! Let's go on.

Some TV cirauits need a voltage which is higher than the 120-130

volts, which can be obtained by simply rectifying the 60 cps line

voltage. Most of these circuits use what is known as the "B plus

boost voltage." This is a voltage whidh is higher than 130 volts,

but which is not as high as the voltage used by the picture tube.

The B plus boost voltage is obtained as a by-product of the

DAMPER circuit.

You will recall from the technical story on TV video, that

the DAMPER was needed to remove the oscillations produced by the

current in the HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL. The tube in the DAMPER

circuit is actually a rectifier tube. So, the DAMPER circuit pro-

duces a DC voltage which is higher than the 130 volts plate supply

voltage. The B plus boost voltage is obtained by adding together

the 130 volt plate supply voltage and the voltage obtained from the

DAMPER.
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The picture tube nos a very hi h voltage, something around

20,000 volts. This voltage is used by the picture tube to draw

the electron beam to the face of the TV tube. The picture tube

voltage is produced by the HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER. The collapsing

current in the HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL produces a voltage in

the HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER (or flyback transformer) which

is stepped up even higher by another transformer winding, which

is connected to the HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIE10 As a result of this

action, a high AC voltage is produced (the frequency is the same

as that of the horizontal sweep 15,750 cps). This AC voltage

is rectified by the HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER, and the result is a

very high DC voltage. This voltage is sent to the picture tube.

Now how about trying some more questions:

1. The HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER produces a high voltage

called B plus boost

2 The silicon rectifier produces DO from an AC of 15,750 cps.

3. The DAMPER is needed for B plus bcost only*

4. The low voltage supply produces most of the DC voltage

needed by plate and bias circuits.

The on/off switch cannot affect the output of the HIGH

VOLTAGE RECTIFIER*

The current through the filaments is a DC current.

A failure of a part in the LOW VOLTAGE supply might blow

the fuse.

8. Filtering is needed in the low voltage supply to remove

AC pulses.
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B plus boost is higher than the low voltage supply

but lower than the HIGH VOLTAGE supply.

10. The HIGH VOLTAGE supply needs the line cord to be

connected to the wall outlet in order to produce the

right amount of voltage.

Answers

1. False

2. False

3. False, it removes the unwanted oscillations, remember?

4. True, the B plus boost produces the rest

5. False, if off, the whole set is off. Right?

6. False, the current is AC

7. True

8. True

9. True

10. True

If you missed any of these questions go back and study the

material some more.

A few more words are in order about power supply problems.

As the phrase "power supply" suggests, the object is to supply

voltages and currents to a number of different circuits. Each

circuit to which a voltage is supplied constitutes a "load" on

the supply. When a part fails in one of those circuits, the

effect is sometimes, but not always, to increase the load on the

power supply. There is a limit as to how much a power supply can
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give. When one circuit takes too much, there is less available

for the other circuits. These other circuits will then operate

below their tolerable limits, and the resulting effects will be

noticeable* Usually troubles that originate in the power supply

affect many circuits

Were you able to answer all questions correctl ? Do you

understand? If you have had trouble, go back and re-read the

material. This concludes the material on sound and power circuits.

Now, when you watch the late show on TV, you can amuse yourself

during the commercials by thinking about all the things the circuits

inside your TV set are doing to produce the picture you are viewing

and the sounds you are hearing.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
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SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS AND COLOR CODES FOR ELECTRONIC PARTS

COMMON SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS

How many different types of electronic equipment have you

used? Most people have a radio and usually a TV. Stereo

phonographs and juke boxes also are used by many people. Did

you know that all of these use very similar parts? Take a

transistor radio, for example. When you take the cover gff,

it might look something like this"...

MtkestCrIZIT

Probably you know already some of the names of the parts

of a radio.....the speaker, the antenna, tubes, etc. In this

bookie+, you will be shown pictures of many basic parts of a

radio, and you will learn the names for these parts. Now, did

you know that a picture of a radio can be drawn to look like a

diagram? The diagram for the above transistor radio might look

like this..... FO: PICTURE /2
AM

C-1 DET,

.0 2

A
.56 A

1 01<

5K

100K

010100.11110

.4110

SPKi
40MF

6V

ANTTUNER 40181.0111

WON

You can see that the diagram above is made up ef lotrof

symbols ( ) which are tied together by lines. All radio

and TV repairmen must know how to read such diagrams. In this



booklet, you will be shown the symbols ( ipler 401.t) for some

of the basic parts that make a radio work. You also I be

shown how these parts usually appear in a radio (

And, you will see how these parts are connected to form the

diagram or schematic of a complete radio. This booklet will

help you to look at a schematic diagram of a radio and understand

it.

As you read along there will be questions on the material you

read. To answer the questions you write In a word, circle a word

or draw a symbol in the blank space. If you can answer a question

from memory, you know you have learned the material well enough.

If you do not know an answer, go'back and review the material on

that question. Be sure you can answer each question from memory

before going to the new material.

So now.....without rushing, turn the page and begin.

2-2



Batteries:

This Pransistor radio uses a battery.

OR

The symbol for this battery is

So battery =

HuH

HIll-

Write the name of this symbol

HuH

hare

2-3



Transistors:

When you look inside a transistor radio, you see things

like this:

These are transistors.

The symbol for a transistor Is:

00

Transistor

or like this

Write the name for this symbol:

2-4
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Res I stor s:

Transistors are seldom connected directly

WiTWEUT
to each other. Rather, other types of electrical parts are

connected between them. One such part is called a resistor.

Resistors look like this..........

Sort of like a fire cracker.

This symbol ( ---M--- ) is used for a resistor.

A resistor (
) and a battery ( )

170-77117177" -Cc sy1-1-71771---------

connected together look like this

A schematic (symbol) diagram of a connected battery and

resistor would be drawn like this......

Capacitors:

Between two transistors, there may be one or more
1d)

(

symbol 2-5



PINEVIIINKMISANNION(7MOWNSA21152101,

Also, between transistors, there can be el c rical parts called

capacitors,. Capacitors look like this.

(Sort like a domino.)

The symbol

capacitors

Is used for capacitors. So

When all the parts of a radio are "good," the radio will

play properly. The radio will not play properly if the battery

) is bad. It will not play properly if any of

(a)
. the transistors ( ) or resistors (

7165-77675T---- () symbol

or capacitors ( ) are bad. Later on, you will

(d) symbol
learn that when some radio parts go bad, the radio will not play

at all. When other parts go bad, the radio will still play, but

it doesntt sound right.

Volta e and Current:

What makes a flashlight work? Where does the power come

from that starts an automobile? Where does the electricity

2-6



come from that operates a portable TV or a transistor radio?

That's right, in all these examples, the electricity or

electrical power comes from batteries. Batteries supply the

electrical power to operate transistor radios

no battery no beat battery good

When you buy a new battery for your transistor radio, or for

your automobile, or for a flashlight, you have to get the right

size of battery. You buy a battery +hat will supply the right

amount of electrical power. As you may know, the electrical

size of a battery Is expressed by the word "VOLTS". For example,

automoblles may take 6 Volt or 12 Volt batteries. A flashlight

uses 1 1/2 batteries. When you buy a new battery for
"Wit--

your transistor radio, you must get one with the same "VOLTS" as

the one you took out.

"VOLTS" is the
force available to
push electricity
between the two
terminals

2-7



"VOLTS" is the force available to push electricity between

the two terminals. The force is present If something Is connected

to the battery or not; electricity won't flow until something Is

connected between the terminals. In other words, a battery works

something like a water fountain, A water fountain contains water,

but the water doesn't come out until you turn on the fountain. A

good battery contains electrical force but this force has to be

"turned off", You "turn off" a battery by connecting something

between the terminals of a battery.

Current:

When something is connected between the terminals of a

battery, electricity will flow and we call this flow Current.

Sometimes current is cal:ed electrical current. In any case

The force available to

push current between the

two battery terminals

is called
(a)

The electricity which flows

between two connected battery

terminals is called

(b)

Amperes:

Current is the flow of electricity; the amount of current

flowing is measured in amperes. Amperes is usually called AMPS.

Just as your height is measured in feet and inches, and water flow

is measured in pints, quarts, or gallons, electrical current is

2-8



measured In So.......,suppose someone asked you to tell

them how much cur ent was flowing in the wire in the below diagram

You would measure the amount of electrical current flowing through

the wire and then would describe this amount in terms of
CbY

Your answer might be 3 Amps, 5 or whatever" 15=an
number of Amperes was found to be flowing In the wire.

Let's again look at a transistor radio with its back cover

off. You should be able to name four of its parts.

/7

NAME (4
'WAVE- TE;.1

T RAN SFO RME

FrAVE

2-9
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Now try drawing the schematic symbols for these four parts:

Transistor

Battery

Resistor

Capacitor

Notice that the previous picture contains two parts which

we haven't talked about before. One part is called a COIL. The

other part is called a TRANSFORMER.

MORE SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS

Coils:

Coils look like this .. They look

like a piece of coiled wire wrapp d around a piece of cardboard.

Sometimes the coil is wrapped aro.und a piece of iron bar, like

this

The symbol for a coil ooks like a coil.

When the coil is wrapped around a piece of iron, it Is drawn

like this. The lines stand for the iron bar.

2-10



Transformers:

The radio on the previous page contained a TRANSFORMER. They

look like this........

The symbol for a Transformer is drawn like this......

As with iron-core COILS, the lines between the coil symbols

of a TRANSFORMER are the symbol for the iron core of the

transformer . Most transformers have Iron cores.

All transformers have at least two separate coil windings.

In many transformers, the two coil windings are wound one on top

of the other, like this........

In other types of transformers, the two coils are separately

wound on different parts of the transformer, like this



The pictured transformers are electrically the same. The same

symbol would be used for either one. Draw what this symbol looks

like.

( a)

M R MtS

Sometimes a transformer must operate directly on radio waves.

When this is so, the transformer may not have an iron core.

Instead it will have an "air-core".

Thesymbolfortl
transformer is:

The double lines for iron core are Just left out. The utmost

In simplicity, isn't it?

Now let's review a bit, Th s s ibol
:ill

stands for a

at tat

with an core h s is a picture of a

( 0
(d)

,

whose schematic symbol looks like The straight

lines In this symbol:ME stand for an And lest you

(f)

2-12



forget, this symbol

Vacuum Tubes:

Before

stands for a

came into use, their Job was done by vacuum

tubes Vacuum tubes are still used in many radios, TV,

phonographs, etc. because they can do some things that a

transistor cannot dOa Vacuum s come in many sizes and

shapes. Two types of vacuum tubes are shown below*

To work properly, vacuum tubes must have a vacuum. That Is

the purpose of the glass bulbs.

from Inside the bulb

It allows the air to be removed

and then prevents air from getting back inside. Incidentally,

vacuum tubes are usually called TUBES. There are many different

types of TUBES, but all tube symbols usually look something like

this

2 13



Let's examine the symbol for a tube more closely, The circle

stands for the bulb of the tube. (It's a lot easier to draw than

a picture of a vacuum.)

BULB

CLAJP1

As a tube symbol suggests, there are a lot of things inside

the bulb of a tube. We can't touch these parts. (It would be

like killing the goose that laid the golden egg.) We can either

have our vacuum tube or break it open and look inside.

rc
NUMBERING SYSTEM FOR TUBE PINS AND TUBES

Tube Pins:

We can use the things Inside the tube only because they are

attached to the pins which stick out of the bottom of the tube.

There are the pins at the base of the tube....

2-14



The number of pins on a tube differ from tube to tube. But,

no matter how many pins the tube has there often will be a place

which looks like a pin is missing.

This space between tube pins Is very helpful because it tells

you where to start counting the numbers assigned to each tube pin.

That's right, all tube pins have a number ... 1, 2, 3, Tube

pins are always numbered clockwise looking at the pins. And,

(as shown In the above diagram) the first pin on the right, or

clockwise from the space, is the number "1" pin. Pin number "2"

is the second pin clockwise from the space.

As you look at radio and TV tubes, you will find that some

tubes don't have any extra large space between two of their pins.

Instead, they contain a center rod which has a hump on it. This

hump is called a "key" and it points to the space in front of the

number one pin. The bottom of such tubes look like this...

DiAgram A

n #1

Piagram B

For these tubes, the number "1" pin is the first pin

clockwise or to the right of the "key". OK then, what is the number

of the pin marked "X" in Diagram "b" above? It is pin

(fill in).

2-15



Perhaps you have noticed that a tube diagram or symbol seems

to be drawn two different ways. The bottom of the tube Is drawn

like this.. . . ....

Arr ow
Space

and the tube pins are numbered clockwise or counter
(check one)

clockwise from the space on the arrow. This type of diagram

is called a "tube-pin" diagram.

The tube schematic or symbol which we first showed you looked

like this...

Wire Lbad
4 5

This type of tube symbol shows that parts are inside of the

tube. The lines sticking out from the tube bulb represent wires

that are attached to the things Inside the tube. These wires are

called "wire-leads" or "leads". You can't see these leads because

they are inside the tube pins. Each wire lead can be numbered,

but notice that they are not numbered in any particular order in

the schematic.
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As you might guess, tube pins and wire leads are related in

that wire lead #1 is attached to tube pin #1; wire lead #2 Is

attached to tube pin #2, and so on.

Wn...!
.00

.0°

OMM.P *Walk WM

XVI
Tube-pin Diagram

4,041k 04#
imrs 1.70

VI

Tube Symbo

As we said before, there are many different types of tubes,

and the symbol for each of these will be different in terms of the

kinds of lines drawn inside the symbol. On the next page we have

drawn the Tube-pin Diagrams and tube symbols for three types of

tubes. The wire leads are numbered, and in each tube symbol

one of the wire leads is circled. For each of these sets of

diagrams, would you put an "1" over the tube pin that corresponds

to the circled wire lead.





Did you notice that on the previous diagrams the tube

symbols were labeled VI, V2, and V3? Well, the tubes of a radio

or TV are numbers from "I" onward. The letter "V" stinds for

"tube". Thus, "V3" means "tube number 3". Notice also, that it

is only the schematic symbols of the tubes which are labeled

with a "V". The other diagrams, the "pin diagrams" are labeled

"XV". The "X" means "Tube bottom" and refers to the fact that

"pin diagrams" show the bottom of tubes. OK then, in the below

diagrams, which pin diagram goes with the tube symbol

Diagram A , Diagram B

PIN DIAGRAM

PIN DIAGRAM

or Neither

TUBE
SYMBOL

ImPIMINwam,=mi

Some TV meters do not bother to use this 4XV" label for the

"tube bottom".



TUBE ELEMENTS

Plates Cathode Heater:

Do you remember what we said about electrical current? We

said that electrical current or electricity flows when the

terminals of a battery are connected. Now, electrical current

flows through electrical parts, and, In a vacuum tube the main

electric flow Is between two parts which are inside the tube.

These parts are called the plate (or anode) and the cathode. As

shown below, the symbol, the symbol for the "plate" looks like an

upside-down "T"; and usually is drawn at the top of the tube; the

symbol for the "Cathode" looks like an upside-down "L" and Is

usually drawn at the bottom of the tube.

PLATE

CATHODE

DIRECTION OF
CURRENT FLOW

To keep cii14-rent flowing through a tube, a continuous supply

of heat is required. This heat is supplied by the "heater." The

arrow below the cathode represents the "heater."

a) Word

(b) Word

What are the other two leads or electrodes called? (AnSwer

on next page.)
2-.20



Every vacuum tube must have a heater The heaters of all

vacuum tubes must be supplied with electric power from an external

source; such as a battery, or a wall outlet Therefore, we often

show all the vacuum tube heaters of a radio set, or what have-you,

together.

Source of
Electric Power

V I V 2 V 3,

When this Is done, the tube symbols are shown without their

heaters.

and so on.

Notice that each tube end heater symbol Is identified by a

number VI, V20 V3, V4.

What do the numbers at the heater leads mean?

V I V 2 V.L3

2 8

*There are a few exceptions.
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Electrical Grids:

Between the plate .1. and the cathode rl of most tubes there

is a wire mesh. It looks like a piece of screen. This is called

a Gr d. A tube diagram containing a grid looks like this

ATE

CATHODE

When electricity or current flows In the tube, the direction

of thisflow Is from the cathode to the plate, and this current

must flow through the grid, like this.

(CONTRA.) Gil D

As electrical conditions on the grid are varied, the flow

of cathode-to-plate electricity Is varied. In other words, the

grid can control the amount of current flowing through the tube.

This is why a grid is sometimes called a control 9rid.

A tube may contain more than one grid depending on the

purpose of the tube. Each of these other grids has a special

name. For our purposes, we will call them ItimmarLaLLIE and

screen grids. Remember, though,,that it is the control grid which

is always located nearest to the cathode, and it exerts the most

control over current flow in the tube.

2-22



Li

,VICL

("\

(d)

Now, on the diagram above, enter the names of the element

Oe

SUPPRESSOR GR I D
.4. SCREEN 'G'R ID

Tor
leads.

CONNECTIONS AND NODES

Let us return to the inside of a radio and find out how to

draw the connections which exist between its parts. First though,

let's review the symbols for these parts. They are

,ievwrfr-77 71
the

a7117 ) name

the

the +ill.
ame

the (

2-23
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elec r c 1 Connection :

OK, that's fine. Now, for a radio, TV, or any other piece of

electrical gear to work, its electrical parts must be-connected.

Parts are connected with wires; and the symbol for a wire is a

line. That's all, Just a line, like this.1e

Oo you remember what sticks out from most electrical parts?

That's right, pieces of wire, which are called leads. (sometimes

they are called pigtails). These wire leads are used to connect

parts together or to co'nnect parts to lengths of wire. And, when

two pieces of wire are connected the connection is shown by a

As an example, let us show by symbols how to draw a resistor

and a capacitor connected to a piece of wire. First there Is the

wire symbol which is a straight line.

Then we add the resistor symbol with its wire leads sticking

out of it.

Now we connect the resistor and wire symbols and show that

they are connected by placing a "dot" where they are drawn together.

The capacitor symbol cam now be added to the diagram.

' -,
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As the last step, the capacitor symbol Is connected to the

wire symbol and a "dot" used to show the connection. Pretty easy,

isn't it?

OK then, you try it. On the diagram below draw the symbol

for a coil and show it as connected to the wire at Point X.

Electrical Nodes:

In the last two pages the diagrams showed each part as being

separately connected to the wire, like this....

Now suppose we diagram these connections to look like

Now the parts are shown as being connected together at the

same point. Does this make any difference? Is there an electrical

difference between the two diagrams immediately above? Nol There

is not The joining of the part wires to the common wire has the

same effect electrically, as connecting all the wires to the same

point.

6



It does not matter in what order the parts are connected.

NMI*

or in what position the parts pppear

T

In other words, of the areas circled in the last three

diagrams, each belongs to the same electrical point. A common

electrical point is called a node.

NODE
(common electrical point)

2-26



This Is one node, even though there are three connections.

*RV 1414,

This is one node also. Notice that in this diagram a "dot" Is not

used to show that the two parts are7

Wi connected. This often the case when

parts are shown in line with each

other on a schematic diagram.

How many nodes are contained within the circled area in this

diagram? That's right, only one. <

-\/00-

Now look at this diagram. It contains two

iell011 4'. 4444 =Mr

4 4,

NODE

nodes. Why is that?

Because, there is no way for current

to flow from the first node to the

second node with2ationa_ttEaut

an electrical part.



As you should have noticed, a circle drawn around a node contains

only wire and connections. ii_saa_rat_sarlisia_E.EEEt.

Let's see if you have learned to reco nize nodes. In the diagram

below, draw a line around qach node. How many nodes in the total

diagram? It has nodes"

Vacuum tubes have nodes; in fact, they have quite a lot o

them. For example, look at the following vacuum tube symbol. Are

any of its leads connected to each other? No? This means that

each lead or terminal of the tube is

a node or is part of a node. In this

figure there are a total of five (5)

nodes .

In figure VI below, there are nodes, and in figure V2,

(b)
there are

(0)

VI

nodes.

Va-

OK, now for the big test. Look at figure V3 on the next page and

2-28



draw lines around the nodes of the circuit and count them. Record

the number of nodes.

A stray end
like this is
also a node.

V3

This diagram contains nodes.

Remember ...,., nodes stop when they get to parts. However,

a node can come up to, any number of parts.



Electrical "Ground";
or

Sometimes It is difficult to draw a schematic diagram which

is not cluttered-up with lines which represent wires. One way of

eliminating some of these lines is to see a ground" symbol which

looks like this ..

As an example,examine the two diagrams below. In the one on the

left, the parts RI, R2, C2, and R4 are all connected to the same

wire. You recognize, no d9ubt that these four parts are all

connected to the same electrical node.- Now look at the right-

hand diagram; the wire has been removed and the four parts are

..1.
1')shown as attached to flEsa

.
/33ncur. ....

.. 0,3

R

ELECTRICAL

NODE
WiFtt

The ground symbol LIA is used to simplify schematic
/

drawings. The symbol is useful also because it indicates those

points and parts which are connected to the same electrical node.

That's right, every point or part connected to a ground symbol

is electrically connected to all other parts which are "grounded."

Thus, this diagram....

ellme MOO

might actuarly be connected to odk lila this

2-30
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The ground ... Is connected to one side ( he "ground side")

of the power source. This is convenient because there will be a

number of parts which have to be electrically connected to this

"ground side" of the power supply. If each of these parts were

directly connected to the power supply, it would take a lot of

wires.

Separate wires connect
parts to power supply

Instead of' using a ground wire for each part which must be

grounded, the parts can all be connected to a single "ground wire"

which can then be connected to the power supply.

GROUND WI RE--
Another way of doing the same thing is to attach the ground side

of the ,power supply to the metal chassis of the radio or TV.

This chassis becomes the "ground" and those parts which must be

grounded (attached electrical y to the ground side of the power

source) can now be attached to the metal chassis. Tills saves a

lot of wire and clutter.

Parts connected to a
common ground wire

01..1101110.0111

0

2-31
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READING SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

Labels and Numbers of Parts:

On most schematic diagrams there will appear a number of

resistors, capacitors, coils, etc. There must be, therefore,

some way to identify each particular part. In the diagram below,

you will notice that there are a number of resistors. Each

resistor has been gliven a number. In addition, the value in ohms

of each resistor is indicated. This makes it easy to locate any

particular resistor on the diagram.

NOTE:
All values in
ohms unless
noted otherwise

This system of numbering becomes very important as more and

more parts are added to the schematic diagram.

You probably noticed that all the resistors are numbered with

the prdfix "R":..R1, R2, etc. This identifies the part as a

. All the different part types have their own letter,

and these letters are usually used when describing the way parts

are conne.cted, as, for example, "The gther side of R28 is

connected to C23." A list of part hameq and the letter symbols

which represent them appears in Appendix B. For now, you need

know only the following letters. As a review, draw the schematic

symbols for the five parts listed below.
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R = resistor

C = capacitor =

coil

transformer

V = (vacuum tube

(a) symbol

(b) symbol

(c) symbol

(d) symbol

(e) symbol

In previous diagrams shown in this booklet, we have drawn

the connection of parts in a number of different ways. But, no

matter how the diagram may be drawn, it Is important to be able to

recognize those parts which are connected to the same electrical

node or which lie between two electrical nodes, So....... In the

following diagram, a number of parts are connected (electrically)

to R47. Would you list these parts in the blanks provided?

T3

e

2-33
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(f)

1.

2.

3.

5.
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Now let's try another version of the same thing. In the

following problem, would you list all the parts which lie between

electrical nodes A and B?

I. 5

2. 6.

3. 7.

4. 8.

ii



As you probably know, the way in which parts and wires are

arranged In a radio or TV will differ from that shown on schematic

diagrams. What is different is the physical arrangements of the

parts and wire; the electrical arrangement is the same. Thus, a

repairman has to learn how to read schematic diagrams and then to

locate specific parts and wires on the actual radio or TV. We

call this Chassis Eaxisatim. We are not going to teach you

chassis navigation right now, but, just to give you an idea of

what this is all about, here's an example. The following physical

picture shows how the parts shown in the last schematic diagram

might be physically arranged. But, we have drawn the picture,

so that a part is missing.Canymixa1 what part has been left out,

and what part or parts it should be connected to?

WNW MIND

Part left out

Part or parts
connected to left
out part

(b)

2-35
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Tracins the Electrical Path between Tube P n and ound:

As you will learn shortly, it is very important to be able

to look at a schematic diagram and recognize all those parts which

are connected between a tube pin and ground. In the diagram below,

for example, there are two parts, R2 and C2, which lie between pin

3 and ground. Would you list all the parts connected between pin

2 and ground? In these and similar problems, always assume that

the tube has been removed.

OMR

I. 4

2. 5.

3. 6.



Now try this problem.......

List all the parts that are connected between tube 1 pin 5 and the

node common to RI and G2 with VI removed:



CONNECTED AND UNCONNECTED WIRES

Oftentimes schematic diagrams are arranged in certain ways

so as not to require a lot of space. When this is done, it often

happens that two unconnected wires have to be drawn as crossing

each other. In such cases the "dot" is omitted. Remember also,

that when two wires are connected, one node is formed. If the

wires are not connected, then there are two nodes Involved.

Connected wires

The "dot" is present

1 node exists

Not connected wires

The "dot" is not present

2 nodes exist

Oftentimes a wire is drawn as making a right angle. No

"dot" Is shown when a wire line makes a right angle bend only.

no "dot" necessary

Remember also, lhat when two parts are directly connected,

the connection "dot" is usually omitted.

no udot" necessary

Now for a problem. The following circuit contains four

nodes. Draw a line around each node.



Now let's try one more problem dealing with nodes, The

following diagram shows

each one of them.
numbe

nodes. Draw lines around

CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS

What are nodes made of? Nodes are made of wire conductors.

The most common conductor is cooper. Aluminum and silver are also

good conductors. Metals in general are conductors and so is dirty

water. Electricity flows easily a conductor. Conductors do not

resist or prevent electrical flow.

Wire conductors are contained inside of the flexible cable or

cord which is attached to most lamps, radios, TVs, etc. An

enlarged and cutaway view of such an electrical cord shows two

conductors.

Now then, what material surrounds these conductors? It is

usually rubber and may be plastic. But, the Important thing is

that this material "is an insulator."' An insulator does not

let electricity flow through it easily. It resists the flow
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of electrical current.

While electricity flows easily through a conductor

electricity has the toughest time getting through an insulator.

Hardly any gets through.

Insulators and insulation are a very important part of all

electrical circuits. They are needed because electrical nodes

must be kept electrically separated or "Insulated" from each other.

An often-used way of insulating nodes and holding radio and

TV parts in place Is the use of terminals in a plastic board.
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411111114 111010011111Milt

The parts and wires are attached to the termina sl and the

terminals are attached to the board as shown by this cut away

picture:

TeRMINAL

RtinIMINIIIIAIRIMILM11/°g"
eite)

INSULATION

BoARD

Draw the schematic or symb,1 diagram for the above wiring picture

here.....
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Now let us review a bit before we see of what use nodes are

in electronic repair:

Nodes are made of and electricity flows

word

easily through them.

Between the nodes are the electronic parts.

ArovardirilAr4rArArAriPb.
mowarAve OVAIIVAIPAri

.4421102111WWWWWANAU
war.wirArAwArAMPAP

Nodes are held mechanically apart by

. tiover

word

AO'

.405.
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9

RESISTANCE OF ELECTRICAL PARTS

Conductors offer very little resistance to the flow of

electricity, while insulators offer very much resistance to

electric;ty flow. Therefore,

Conductors --- do not resist electrical flow

Insulators --- resist electrical flow

we say that conductors have a low resistance and that insulators

Have a high resistance. The electr)cal parts which exist

between electrical nodes

have a resistance to electrical flow that is bii.tWeen the low

resistance of

a

name

The resistance of a particular part to the flow of electricity

is a basic property or characteristic of that part. We call this

the part's "resistance " The resistance of a part can be measured.

name
s and the high resistance at

This measurement indicates where the part lies on the resistance

scale between conductors and insulators.

Parts

Conductors coils, resistors, capacitors N. insulators

.........._........._

Very low resistance
very high

Resistance depending resistance

on

0 ohms to 5 ohms part

SCALE OF RESISTANCE
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Ohms and Ohmmeters:

Resistance values are measured in units called Ohms. Ohms are

a unit of measurement, just as are the measuring units of pounds,

inches, and so forth. Differences in weight are measured and

described in terms of tons, pounds, or ounces. Differences in

resistances are measured and described in terms of ohms.

Just as we have scales to measure weight exactly, so we have

ohmmeters to measure resistance exactly. You may not recognize the

term "ohmmeter" but perhaps you have heard of multimeters. A

multimeter is a very common electrical testing device which is

really three testing devices. When a multimeter is set up In

a certain way, it functions as an ohmmeter.

An ohmmeter Is used to measure the resistance of electrical

parts. An ohmmeter has a meter face and a pointer

which points to the numerical resistance value of the part across

which the ohmmeter is connected.
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OHMMETER_,

TWO CONNECTING WIRES

PART WHOSE RESISTANCE
IS BEING MEASURED

More will be said later about ohmmeters:

The important thing to remember now is that the

has two wires which were connected to

--MTFUIFFITIT-Firgr'
the opposite ends of the part being measured, and it has a scale

and pointer which shows the value of the part resistance in ohms.

The resistance of an electrical part is a relatively fixed

characteristic of the part. The resistance of a part will change

slightly with temperature and with use, but the change is not very

big. In addition, it is very difficult to make electrical parts

which are identical twins. This means that the same types of

electrical parts seldom will have the exact same resistance.

Just as eveTy adult foot will scale In at about one foot in

length, so will every 250 ohms resistor scale in at about 250

ohms in resistance.
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In order to repair electronic equipment, a repairman

must know what resistance to expect from each part, and how to

interpret error readings on the ohmmeter.

For this, let us review the basic parts of the transistor

Fill in the words for the parts below:

askEL WORD
(a)

vVv
PICTURE

11.1M4111111111C

..vorlimmocamomme..01....,===soct.:yealcalons

eamoort.tva.worre=aseamareseaes .111111111t 4110 CaNIIIV.1111011140

1.-201MIMONOW11.1. s=rg. 111111111116.1Gr.--,n

(e

0.111

(d)

- -CORE
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COLOR COD S

electrical parts such as resistors, capacitors, and coils

may have color codes. These codes describe the important

electrical characteristics of the part. In this section, you

will learn how to read these color codes.

Resistors:

We will discuss resistors ( ) first because Its

function is to have resistance. A resistor ( 0-1153=-0 ) is

built to have a definite ohm value of resistance between its

terminals

The oh

ohm
)

400 (WOW dz,

value is niicated on the resistor, either in numbers

or hidden in a manufacturer's catalog number

or, as Is usually the case, in a color code.

The ohm value of the resistor is coded in terms of four color

rings on one end of the resistor. This permits us to read the

value from any side of the resistor.



End view
no information

Resistor Side View

Resistor Bottom View

fen different colors are used (standing for the numbers 0 to 9).

The coding scheme is seen in the following example:

EIRE.21..N.L NUMBER
SECOND RI NG NUMBER

NUMBER OF
ZEROS

36 OHMS

COLOR 3
COLOR 6
COLOR 4

What is the ohm value o
'TOLERANCE'? R IN G
this resistor?

OHMS

COLOR 2
COLOR
COLO R5

You will need to know what color stands for what number before

you can use the code. This information is listed in Appendix B.

Someday you may want to memorize Appendix B, but for the present,

that isn't necessary.

"TOLE RANCE RING
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Resistor Tolerance:

So far we have talked about the first three color bands on

a resistor, Now let's talk about the fourth band. This band or

ring is called the "tolerance ring. Let's find out what "resisetor

tolerance" is

TOLERANCE R I NG

The resistor manufacturer has a hard time controlling the

exact ohm value of his resistors. He may be trying to produce 500

ohm resis ors, but when he measures his product he may get

resistors of 490, 475, 480, 520,505, and so on. These are grouped

as 500 ohm resistors; but the fact that they are not exactly 500

ohms must be indicated. This is done by expressing the resistance

with a tolerance or error zone added; as for example:

500 ohms 4. 5%

The 500 ohms resistor may vary as much as 5 per cent from the

value given. 5% of 500 ohms is 25 ohms. So, the resistance may

be anywhere between 500 minus 25 = 475 ohms and 500 plus 25 = 525

ohms.

500 OHM
RASE VALLE 495 5

- I% TOLERANCE
ZONE

7 W",11110.,

11116111*., 550
AV')0 475

1± 5% TOLER NCE ZONt I

.1101

This tolerance or error zone is quite common and will occur

with all parts. Notice that we can limit the values of the

resistance closer and closer to the "base" value of 500 ohms by

±10%TOLER AN CE ZONE
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decreasing the tolerance to 1% or even 1/2% (0.5%).

Questions:

I. A 400 ohms 1% resistor will vary between

400 - ohms

and 400 = ohms

2. A 300 ohm ± 5% resistor will vary between

SOOMMOR

ohms
mIn OPOIM

and 4, ohms

3. A 900 ohm + 10% resistor will vary between

ohms

ohmsand

On to the color coded resistors

3 6 0 OH

COLORT3
COLOR:6

TOLERANCE RI NG

ZE R091
the 4th ring tells the tolerance or error limits as follows:

+ 20% = no ring

+ 10% = silver ring

+ 5% = gold ring

Gold is better than silver here. As an example, a 250 ohm

resistor with a gold ring for the tolerance band should have a

resistance value of no less than 237 ohms, or a resistance value

no greater than ohms.



In measuring a part with an ohmeter you will have to take

tolerance into account.

As a second example, is the following resistor good or

bad ENLARGED
SCALE OHMS

Inwoommminommoonmmommmemmar!

OHMS
(b)

COLOR 4
COLO R 0 S LVER
COLOR I RING

Now that we have pretty well beaten tolerance to death, let

us look at other things.

Namely, you know the basic unit of resistance. What is

it? Just as there are feet, yards, and miles; so

also ohms have their larger units. Instead of being named in groups

of 12 (ft.) or 36 (yd.) or 5,420 (mi.) pnits as inches are, ohms are

named in units of 1,000 ohms and 1,000,000 ohms.

The term "kilo" means one thousand, and the term "meg" means

one million. (See Appendix A) Therefore, a thousand ohms is called

one kilohm or "one K," and a million ohms would be called one

megohms or "one meg." Thus'

1,000 ohms IK = I kilohm

1,000,000 ohms
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You will find the prefixes "101" (1,000) and "meg" (1,000,000)

used again with other units. These and other prefikes that indicate

multiples of 1,000 are in Appendix A.

Exercise

I. 240,000 ohms

2. 12 Megs

3. 3.6 meg

4 1,200 ohms

5. 1,600,000 ohms=

ohms

meg

Just as the plan for a house may contain the general note

"All dimensions in feet unless otherwise noted," the diagram for

an elec+ronic circuit may contain.the general note, " All resistance

values in ohms unless otherwise noted."

Just as we use the abbreviation ft. or (1) for feet1 we

use this strange symbol ( ) for ohms.



Ca acitors:

You have just learne.d how to tell the value of a composition

resistor by reading the color code. The colors are used not only

for this type of resistor but for other types as well, and for

certain types of capacitors. This is a drawing of a molded micq

type capacitor.
0 0

Colored Spots 0 0

Our old friend, the dominoe.

Those spots, however, are colored. The colored spots are

used to describe the size and tolerance of the capacitor.

Always White or Black --2nd Figure

Tolerance ltiplier

The color of the upper left hand dot depends upon whether

the capacitor is a RETMA or MIL type. (RETMA is the type you will

usually find in commercial electronic devises. It stands for

Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers' Association. This

association has produced a standard for marking electric parts.)

It will be black for MIL and White for RETMA. The colors of the

second and third dot from left.to right on the upper row are the

first and second figures of the value of the capacitor. For

example, yellow-violet would mean 47. That's fine, but 47 what?

The bottom right dot is the multiplier and it tells us what to

multiply the 47 by (how many zeros to add) in order to find out

"what." If the multiplier dot were red, it would mean to multiply

the 47 by 100 (or add two zeros) so that the capacitance would be

4700. The unit of measure to use here is the micromicrofarad, or
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picofarad. The meaning of capacitor color codes Is listed in

Appendix B.

Like resistors, capacitors have their to erances too. This

is given by the second dot In the lower row. It will be either

plus or minus 20, 10, 5, 2, or I.

The class has to do with other properties of the capacitor,

such as working voltage, Insulation resistance, etc. You will not

be concerned about such matters, as they are of principal value in

design. In your repair work, you need only replace the part with

its equivalent to be safe.

Have you noticed the arrow-like symbols along the upper row?

They are molded into the case to tell you how to hold the

capacitor when reading it. Always make sure the arrow points to

the right.

Another type of capacitor you may see is the disc ceramic type.

They look like this OOOOOO 2nd figure
1st figure

temperature,A, tolerance

coefficient'

The dots are dabs of color, and stand for the numbers you have

already come across.

Another type of capacitor is the molded amer_ancitEr.

These are often tubular, and look something like a larger

composition resistor. But notice that capacitors have more bands

of color. The resistor has at most four, but the capacitor has at

1st figure
most six. --2nd figure

r---multiplier

IMO
tolerancel
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Some manufacturers print the value of the part right on the

part, and in addition color code the part. But, you can't depend

on finding every part so marked. Ease in using the color code will

help you to identify a part without measuring it, and save you time.

SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS: NEWER PARTS

As you know, schematic symbols were invented because it is

easier to represent an object with a symbol than to show a picture

of it. In addition, the symbol Is designed to show the most

important thing about the object. The symbol for a resistor is

Now, you can't tell from that symbol whether

the resistor is rated at 1/2 watt, or 1/4 watt; it if is 10% or

20%; whether It's firecraCker-shaped or any of a number of other

things which would describe it more accurately. The symbol merely

states that the part it represents is a resistor and not a
CC-

capacitor or some other electrical part.

There are many more symbols used In schematic diagrams than

you will come across in your studies here. As new devices are

invented by engineers and scientists, new symbols are invented to

represent them. Every day that passes seems to have its own quota.

We shall be concerned only with those symbols that have to do with

TV. You have already learned some of them. You are now going to

learn some more.



Electrol tic Ca acitor

The symbol for a capacitor you have learned Is

The fact that one side is curved means that this is the side to

connect to the low voltage (or ground side).

Sometimes you will see or
s,

rather than or

In this case, the convention was not followed. Don't let it

throw you. The symbol Is still a capacitor.

When you see 142) it means the capacitor has a special kind

of construction which makes it capacitance value right. These

-T-
are called "electrolytic" capacitors, and are normally

found In poker supplies. As a matter of fact, you will often see

in power supply schematics a circuit that looks like this ......

.1.1C45A
011111111111f

WOO

C
A 45B

OMNI

Never mind the Iron-core coil for now (called a choke) but

notice the half moon and the triangle, and the C45A0 C45B. As

you have just )earned, these are electrolytic capacitors. But

what you probably don't know Is that they are in the same "can."

The half moon ( 4) and triangle ( ZS ) are actually punched out

of a fiber card in the bottom of the can next to their terminals.

The purpose is to identify which terminal belongs to C45A and which

to C45B. Sometimes a square (0 ) is used. Be on the lookout for

these symbols --- ybu may even find the sections of a capacitor

In widely differing circuits.
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You might also see a symbol like this .....

This symbol stands for two capacitors in one container.

Are they electrolytics? If you said yes, compare the way the

symbols are drawn. Notice that the electrolytics seem to have

a U-shaped part.

Although there are standards for drawing the symbols,

different manufacturers often draw their symbols differently.

Anyway, you can always look up the part in his parts list to

be sure.

Thermlstors:

If you see a symbol like this It stands for a

resistor which changes its value according to its temperature.

It is called a thermistor. They are used when other parts in a

circuit change their resistance In an unwanted way. The

thermistor will'change its value in an opposite direction to

compensate. The actual resistance of the thermistor at room

temperature will depend upon the manufacturer and the type.

The value of a thermistor can range from less than 100 ohms to

the megohms. Their resistance decreases as they haat up. Their

value decreases at a rate around 4% for each degree of temperature

change. Since most metals (like copper) increase their resistance

as the temperature rises, you can see that thermistors can be used

for temperature compensation. .. that is to keep a circuit

resistance constant.
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Volta e De endent Resistors:

There is another type of device now used in TV's. I

called a voltage dependent resistor. Its symbol is

Symbolically the only difference between it and the thermistor

15 In the letter. The value of resistance which this device has

depends upon the voltage applied to it, not the temperdture.

Semiconductor Diodes:

Earlier, you learned the symbol for a transitor. A

transitor is a semiconductor device. A semiconductor diode

belongs to the transitor family. It actually

existed long before fransitors did. When you measure the

resistance of an ordinary composition resistor, it doesn't matter

how you connect the ohmmeter to it, you still get the same

resistance. When you try to measure the resistance of a

semiconductor diode, you will find that the value you measure

will depend upon which lead Is placed at the bar-like end.

Low resistance

401100.111.1111011K

,

High resistance

S.:

It Is this property which makes the semiconductor diode useful

for reactification of AC into DC. It Is also useful as a

detector. (A detectcr removes the high frequency as from a signal,

and leaves a low frequency signal having the same shape as the

high frequency did. You will learn more about such matters later.)
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Diode or Varistor:

When two semiconductor diodes are connected within one

case, so that the points of the arrow heads meetl-the combination

is sometimes called a dual diode (because there are two of them),

The -1010- ) is sometimes called a varistor,

name
Which name to apply to the symbol depnds upon its consfruction,

and that depends upon how it is intended to be used.

As you undoubtedly know, radio waves travel through space

and through most solid objects, too. The material of which the

object is made will determine how well the radio wave gets through

it. There are circuits in most TV's and Radios which could be

affected by unwanted radio waves. Engineers found that by enclosing

these circuits in metal cans, or by surrounding wires with a braided

metal tubing and grounding these to the chassis, they could pretty

well eliminate interference.

Shielding:

The symbol generally used to represent such a type of

mechanical construction Is a series of dashes

OMR MN Ma

at an OM. Ye MN I

MO MO OMMO SAW We OM Wall ON

41110 - *MOW

7L.

Shielded Can Shielded Wire

Sometimes a dashed line is used for showing a mechanical

connection as between a knob and a shaft. But you will have no

confusion, since it will be easy to tell what's mednt by the way

the drawing is made.
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Tunable Transforms

You have learned the symbol for a coil (draw symbol)

for an Iron-core coil (draw symbol)

(b)
for a transforme (draw symbol)

(0)
for an iron-core transformer (draw symbol)

---id-

Here is a symbol which looks very much like an iron-core

transformer....

Notice the difference? That arrow means that the core can be

moved in and out of the transformer, usually by means of a screw,

This symbol is likely to be used for IF transformers to indicate

that they are tunable

This completes thh booklet.

e :ectronic parts and their symbols

e have s

We have learned about electrical nodes;

udied the bas

e lectronic standards and conventions 0

about some

, and we have

studied resistance which is what is measured with an ohmmeter

There are many more electronic symbols, some or which you will

learn about in subsequent booklets in this series.

Before closing this booklet, look again at the Appendices.

They contain very useful information, which a practicing

repairman should memorize. Notice especially Appendix C which

contains the symbols for many parts whicl.1 we have not yet discussed.

Notice also that each part In Appendix C has a letter (or letters)

which is used to identify that part by its type. These letters

are used on schematic diagrams and on parts lists, so you should

learn to recognize them.
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Appendix A

Prefix n mes for multides of 1.000 used in unit value name

10wI2

10
.9

10-6

10-3

100

10

1 0

OM"

Examples:

1/000 ohms

.000,001 farad

1,000 K ohms

. 000/000,000,001

. 000,000/001

. 000,001

. 001

1.

1,000.

1,000 000,

103 ohms

10-'6 farad

103 K ohms

1K ohms

p co

nano

micro .4(

milli m

ki lo

mega

1 iq farad

I ,Meg ohms

Rotation remark:

100, 103, 106, 10-3, etc. The number on top tells how many

places to move the decimal point to the right (4.) or left (-)

from 1.0.



Appendix B

COLOR CODES Resi tors and Capacitors

Color Istl2nd DecImal Toleranc Voltage

Figure Multiplier percent rating

Black
-NNW20

Brown 100

Red 2 00 2 200

Orange 3 ,000 3 300

Yellow 4 0,000 GMV 400

Green 5 00,000 5# 900

Blue 0 /000,000 6 600

Violet 7 0,000/000 12,5 700

Gray 8 0.01* 30 800

White 9 0,1* 10 # 900

Gold 0.1 ± 5 1000

Silver 0.01 4' 10 2000

None ± 20 500

NOTE: *There are times when the metallic pigments, gold and
silver are not used. In such cases, gray and white are

used for indicating the decimal multipliers less than

one.

#For the same reasons the tolerances for 5 and 10 percent

are also assigned colors. Most commonly gold and silver

are used.

GMV stands for guaranteed Minimum value, and has the
tolerance of -0 to +100%



lim.M.241111,

Appendix C

motor or generator

BT battery

capacitor

CR crystal rectifier (crystal diode)

DL delay line
toirMotamommirlogo~FW~M1

terminal board

fuse

FL filter

(indicator) light

......< J Jack (convenience outlet)

Relay

4mammil.A.A.A.r L inductor (coil or choke)

1+4

meter

Plug

transistor

resistor

switch
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transformer

Test point

(Vacuum) tube

varistor

socket prefix

Example: XV tube socket

rifit M. SAO OM OW INIM WIN

crystal

network

--XF fuse holder

Form of symbols may vary, depending on the actual part.



Page

2-3

2-4

2-5 a

ANSWERS TO BOOK If PROBLEMS

Answer

Battery

Transistor

2-5 b

2-5 c Hilt-
d Res stor

2-6 a

2-6 b

2 6 e

2-6 d

2-7 volt
2-8 a

2-8 b

2-9 a

2-9 b

2-9 c

2-9 d

2-9 e

2-9 f

2-9 g

2-9 h.----.

Voltage

Current

Amperes

Amps or Amperes

Amps

Amps

= Battery

Transistor

Resistor

= Capacitor

2-65

Page

2-10 a

2-10 b

2-10 c

2-10 d

2-12 a

Answer

Transistor

FL-Battery

Resistor

3 1-- Capacitor

311C
b coll,c1ron)1Transfcrmer

e:3E:yr.lron,

2-13 a Transistor
2-13 b Tube

2-15 6

2-16

2-18

Clockwise

I li

XVI W.
2-19 Neither

2-20 a Plate

2-20 b Cathode

XV3

2-21 They are pin numbers.
They tell what tube
pins the heater is
attached to.

2-23 a Plate
Control Grid
Cathode

ci Heater

e Transistor
f Resistor
e Transformer

h Batteries
i Capacitor
j Coil



Page

2-25

ANSWER TO BOOK II PROBLEMS

An wers

2-28 a 4 nodes
2-28 b V1 has 4 nodes
2-28 c V2 has 7 nodes

2-29 7 nodes

2-32 Resistor

2-33 a

2-33 b

2-33

2-33 d

2330

Page Ansimrs

2-39 5 nodes

2.41 .4(ok"-)1--.N.Aotw

2-42 a Wire or Conductors
2-42 b Insulator

2-43 a Conductor
2-43 b Insulator

2-14. Ohmmeter

246 a Resistor
2-46 b Capacitor
24.4 c Air
2-46 d Batteries
244 e Transistor
2-46 f Vacuum Tube

2-48 2.7 Mbg or 2,700 000

2401 -4 = 396 ohms

2-51a" = 404 ohms
2-50#2 300 - 15 = 285 ohms

2-50 300 15 = 315 ohms
2-50#3 810 ohms
2-50 990 ohms

241 a Good
2-51 b lifoo

2-51 a Ohms

2-33 f B341 R33, T3 08 L261 Z1

2-34 R3, LI, 03 02 R41 R61 Cl, R7

2-35 a R7,

2-35 b R5 031 R61 Cl

2-36 R51 RI/ (R3 if you assumed that B was grounded and

03 blocks electrical paVh to ground.)

2-37 R

238

R29 L11 115, R6

tr,lirwrearair
SICommom10.*

g !
4,77071=7.47,7A7Arr, Wats, lo

Diagram contains
4 nodes

246



ANSV1ER TO BOOK II PROBLEMS

Page Answer

2-52 1. 240 K
2. 121000,000 ohms
3. 31600 K

1.2K
1.8 Meg

2 56

2 59

2-60 a

Dual D ode (or Varistor)
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RESISTANCE VAL WEIR CALCUUT A INTERPRET T ON

One of the big problems with aU kinda of electrical equipment is that

it won't work perfectly forever. Ito parts wear out or go bad for some reason,

and then the bad parts must be found and replaced. That's what troubleshooting

is all about..to quickly find the bad parts and replace them.

When a tube goes bad, usually it isn't much of a job to find the bad tube

and replace it. You can often find the bad tube by the way your TV picture

looks. Sometimes this type of troubleshooting is referred to as fisystemo

troubleshooting. But, what happens when a resistor, capacitor, etc., attached

to a tube, goes bad? This type of trouble usually is harder to locate and to

fix. This type of troubleshooting is sometimes called chassis troubleshooting,

or piece.part troubleshooting. That's what we are going to talk about now ...a

chassis or piece.part troubleshooting. Here specifically, this book describes

how to figure out the correct resistance value of individual parts and of

combinations of parts. YOu will then be told how to use this information to

locate faulty piece-parts.

Resiatkncp_)__Readin/5.:

As you were told in Book II, all parts have resistance. Each part is made

so that it has a particular amount of resistance and, when the part goes bad,

its resistance usually changes. Thus, we can use resistance measurements to

help determine whether or not a single part, or a group of parts, oontains a

malfunction.
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Let's review resistance values, You remember that a resistor contains

up to four color bands. The first three bands describe the resistance value

of the resistor. The fourth band is the ',tolerances' band, and it describes the

tolerance or error limits of the resistor.

2 6 o 000

First ring.number

Second ring.number

Third ring.number of
zeros color 3--

color 6 ---
color 4 J

Hto

Resis or Color Coding S stem

20% no color band

10% Silver band

I 5% = Gold band

Interpretation of HTo ranee band

amen ring
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Color
Color 5
Color 4

otolerancom ring HOoldm

What i5 the ohm value of the above resistor?
answer

What is the tolerance value of the above resistor?

Color
Color
Color

Color ftSilvero

For the above resistor, *which reading is correct?

3100 ohms

3500 ohms

3900 Ohms

alCk1lfikai~40114010111OR

a swer
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A good resistor ( ) will show its correct ohms value within the
el

tolerance band, when tested with an ohmeter. A resistor that does not measure

within its tolerance band is no good.

Telling if other parts are good by resistance (ohmeter)

measurements is not so easy, because their main function is not just to offer

resistance.

Resistalse.damagus
A capacitor, as its symbol crudely indicates, has no direct path between

its terminals.

I NSULATI r N

This is the hint for you; a good capacitor has a very hi h resistance.

If the capacitor has a low resistance, something is wrong with the insulation

and the capacitor is no good.

Law resistance
4111.11.101

-- Insulation broken down

Capacitor no good



or has high resistance, it is probab good ammi

OR, one rf the leads has broken open

ELELEMIEW4

Good capacitor obably)

Idiot. Break

High resistance
but capacitor is still no good

C'

This flopee capacitor is no good because the nodes must be connected to

the plates

Open capacitors are rare and hard to detect. You can obtain the capacitance

values by checking the part with a capacitor checker, but for tne present we

will only check for high resistance and therefore call high-resistance

capacitors ogoodll



Mhich capacitor in good wh ch is bad? (Draw the symbol)

r -,7111,

3.6

The clue to coil checking in again-in the symbol. Coils are referred to

by the symbol HIP and just as Capacitors are abbreviated as

The coil is a length of wire wound on a spool

/

A good coil has a low resistance, It has some resistance because even though

the wire is a conductor, it is relatively long (it could reach across the

street) and the wire does have a vary small amount of resistance. A coil may

give a reading of one to 10 ohms . as a general guide If a coil has a high

resistance between its terminals, there is an opening somewhere in the long wire

of the coil, then the coil is no good 1

A good coil has a resistance



The ncompanionn case to the o n coil is the horte& coil

A shorted coil (.1P791) has a lower resistance than a good coil (

If only a few turns are shorted-f

or may not make a difference.

3-7

Ithey are hard to detect arid may

Now for some questions; mark the following parts ftgoodn or Pbadll; (the

symbol is the same in either case).

High resistance

High resistance

Low resistance

Low resistance

1.12.tatE22.2.4a1VALTUS:

Transformers, which are two ccdls placed close

seprrately as two coils and '1133EWIliiiii. to be chec ad,

11111001440W10111

OVNIOMPROPPRIPPOSINIPP

4

together, can be tested



Some other parts, such as relaya

and motors,

VeMPNIMOMPOI

3-8

also contain coils (CY%) and coil resistance tests can be used on them also.

Re Tube

The things we look for in good tubes

and good transistors

are not so easily checked by resistance readings. Therefore, these parts are

taken out of the sockets mhich hold them and checked on a tube or transistor

tester.

We should, however, see by the tube symbol (internal parts not

touching) ...
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that a high resistance dhould exist between every lead and every other lead

(every pin and every other pin) except between to pins. Which two pins?

4 5

Obviously, because pins and 5 are connected together to form the

filaments of the tube.

The resistance of transistors is a tricky thing. Let's postpone that.
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RESISTANCE OF RESISTOR COMBINATIONS; CALCULATION PROCEDURES

Typically, there are two or more parts attached to a tube pin or to a

single terminal post. This means that when you obtain a resistance reading,

that reading usually is the result of two or more parts

In Bodk II, you learned to identify the par s between two electrical

nodes or between a tube pin and ground. For example, in the diagram below,

there are five resistors and one coil between pin 5 and ground. Can you identify

MOW

In this section, you will learn how to calculate the resistance value of

resistor combinations.



Resistors in Series;

When two or more resistors are connected, one after the other, they are

said to be connected in Series.

0---NAA

Resi tors connected in Series

34.3.

Furthsrmore, it doesn't matter how resistors are physically connected, so

long as they are electrically connected one after the other. Horeover when

resistors are connected in series, the total resistance (R3) is the sum or

total of the individual resistances.

strsA/4
RI (0-1, RI

R2 = R3

In other words:

RI R2
otzzA Pt

R3
(Total R4 here)

RI R2 R3
A.travVV\--0

Total = R6 here

RI R2 R3

R5
R4

R3= RftR2

R4= RI t R2 ± R3

R6 R I+R2-f-R3+R4i-R5

Where resistors a e electrically connected one after the other, they are

connected in
word



Now, for a fag problems POP000

A IOC 441r.., J0C B
\AA4-AAA"xe\iv/\A--0

RAB
RE)

b ,A)0....0/\//\/\/4

750 2,tl< 20K Ima
Mow, watch out for this one. The value of a 300A1 1.000..n. and a 10K

The value of R

The value ofRAB

,-12

resistor is lg...., or 9K 7 The correct answer is 9K. Why is that?

Because a resistor has a tolerance value, doesn't itl A resistor with a

20 per cent tolerance may be above or below its stated value by as much as

20 per cent. Thus, in the above example, if the resistors have a 10 per cent

tolerance and were all off on the olowo side of their stated value, it would

be quite possible to obtain a reading of 9,000 ohms and be within tolerance*

To make mattlirs worse, unless otherwise stated, resistors usually have a

20 per cent tolerance. This means the a 10K resistor could be high or law

by as much as 2000 ohms. In practice, this means that a resistance reading

Should be quite far off from its calculated value before you mould think

something was wens with it*

Also, the tolerance of resistors means that when a large and small resistor

is in a series, the value of the combination is equal to the value of the

larger resistor alone. This is especially true when:

ao All resistors have a 20% tolerance, and the larger resistor is about

8 times bigger than the smaller.

b. All resistors have a 10 tolerance, and the larger resistor is about

10 times bigger than the smaller*
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So......for the following problems, select the correct resistance reading.

onectrr
a All resistors have a 10 tolerance;

There are four resistors in series with values of

1000 ohms, 10.2K,
5000 ohms 4 20K

Combined resistance value could measures 42.2K

33.0K

30.5K

b. All resistors have a 20 tolerance;

There are five resistors in series with values of

4500 ohms, 25.9 K, 2.5 meg,
8700 ohms, & 56.3K

Combined resistances could measures 2.9 mega

3.5 megs

1.8 mega

c. All resistors have a 5% tolerance;

There are three resist= in series with values of

750 ohms, 1000 ohms, 500 ohms

Combined resistances could measures 2075 ohms

2300 ohms

2350 ohms

Remembers Resistance measurements will almost always be different from their

calculated value. The amount that they can be off and still be considered

ncorrecto depends on the tolerance limits of the resistors. Generally, these

tolerance limits will be 20%, but they maybe 10% or even 5%. On very rare

occasions they maybe as little as 1% or 2%. In such instances, you are

dealing with nprecisionn reJistors.

-



Resi5tors in Parall

Many times ors will be connected together like

11101.11141110

MIONIMINO

mote

3.-14

Resistors connectedlehsare connected in ',parallel,' (also called fish 01

or Ill oacrossil R2): All parts are connected either in series or in parallel

(or in seriesmparallel combinations): There is no other way in which they-can

be connected: In other words, if a circuit contains two resistors (111 and R2)

which are not connected in series, then they must be connected in

Now, letts examine a parallel circuit closely: In the below diagram, the

electrical current is shown as flowing toward Rl. Some of the current will flow

through 31 only, and 121e of it will flow through 32 only: (In a series circuit,

lathe current must flow through first one part and than another

In a parallel circuit, he to

R2

resistance of the parts in parallel

I be less than the re35tanoe otthe smallest rt. So, if a 100 and a

200 ohm resistor are in parallel, the resistance of this combination must be

less than 100 ohms: Now, let's discuss some specific examples:



ualaalue Re tors in PA 411 1;

Letts first talk about a

resistance value.

R3

circuit there R1 and R2 have the same

3-15

In this circuit half the electricity flows through El and the other half flows

;through R2. The total or combined resistance of Ill and R2 is equal to amjialE

of the resistance of either R1 or R2 by-itself. That is, if a 100;resistor

is in a circuit by itself

and to it is added another 00.Aresistor in parallel

FRI R20.

R3 5OQ.
100 loo

the resistance of the two (R1 and R2) is half that of either 111 or R2. In the

example above, the combined resistance of R1 and R2 is 50 ohms,

What do you suppose the combined resistance would be of three equal

resistors connected in parallel?

(4" R R 113R4=10OR 300 52.

That's right, the electricity has three paths to take, and the total resistance

would be onewthird (1/3) of any one of them. If the resistors in the above

diagram each had a value of 300A, their combined resistance would be 100A..

Nhen resistors in parallel have the same values, it is easy to figure their

combined resistance value, Divide the value of an individual resistor by the

total number of resistors in parallel.
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In the followlng exa ple, two 500 ohm resits ors are connected in parallel

Their combined resistance (R3) equals 500 or ohms.

500

In the next diagram below, what is the value of E5, the combined

rlistance.of the resistor Network? The value of R5 is

F14

200 SZ



Nag, letla try something slightly different, Suppose you have five

1000 ohms resistors in parallel. Assuming that they are 20 tolerance resistors,

the combined resistance of these five resistors could be 250 ohms

240 ohms or 150 ohms 7 (Check one)

OK, try one more. This time we have a parallel network of 10A tolerance

resistors, eadh with a value of 600 ohms, There are three resistors in all.

The combined resistance might be 300 ohms 1 185 ohms or 165 ohms

(Select one)

One last problem, and weIll go on. Suppose you had two 1000 ohm resistors

in parallel, with one resistor having a 201) tolerance, and the second having a

10 tolerance. What might their combined value be? Well, this is a trick

question because you do not expect to find resistors of unlike tolerances

combined in the same network. It may happen on rare occasions, but generally

all resistors in the same network will have the same tolerance.

For most combinations of resistors, you will find that the value of the

resistors are unequal. This makes it more difficult to figure out the total

resistance of the combination. However, it still isnit too difficult once

you know what you are trying to do and know a few tricks of the trade.

R3
I meg! ,

Typical resistor circuits containing unequal.valued resistors

*l Meg one million
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Le 5 be in by finding out how to r pidly estimate the largest and

smallest values which a resistor combination mi ht have. This puts your

answer in the right ball park. The 'rule to fellow is quite simple and goes

like this ......

For resistors in parallel, the combined value of the

resistors muljaajava than
the value of the

smallest resistor, and, the combined value can be

no smaller than the value of the smallest resistor

divided by the total number of resistors in the circuit

Now, let's see how to apply this rule. In the below circuit R4 can be

no larger than 150, which is the value of R1 he smallest resistor in the

circuit.

cj2 <' R3
R4 150n 300 v. 4 50 .5

Also, in the above diagram R4 can be no smaller than 50 ohms, which is

the value of 111 divided by 3. When you figure out your answer for RIP, you

know that it mustbe some value between 50 and 150 ohms. Now try another

example. In the diagram below, R5 can be no larger than ohms,

R5 can be no smaller than ohms.

Rf R2 R3 R4

200 175 52 t< ft 1.2MegSZ
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In the diagz'ari below, R5 can be no ger th n omns.

As you 1night e

combinations usually falls someplace between the ballmpark estimates of their

maximum and minimum resistances. For example, in the diagram above, the

minimum resimtance estimate is 800 (R2) divided by 4 or 200 ohms. Actually,

the value of R5 is about 40011

ot, the actual resistance of parallel resistor
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Now, let's learn how to calculate the approximate resistance of a resistor

combination. First we will show you how to calculate, by formula, the value

of the network. Then we will teach you how to estimate the value of the

network.

For those of you who know algebra, or liRe to multi ly and divide big

numbers, or know how to use a slide rule, the following way of calculating

resistance readings should be easy. For the rest of you, don't worry; we'll

show you another way to do the same thing.

B
The formula for calculating resistances in parallel is A B

Applying this formula to resistance values, the formula becomes 212(.1.2.1

111

R3

Appaying the formula to the above diagram,

R3
I 50 X 300 45 000
I 50 300 450

.Now you try it. In the diagram below

Th; value of R3 is

Fr3t
A

That wasn't too hard, was it?

-100 OHMS

R2

00

360

R R
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Now, letts learn how to estimate the value of resistor combinations. You

remember that when two equal resistors are in parallel, the value of their

combination is one half the value of either resistor by itself.

R2
00

R3= 750 01-imS
I

When two unequal resistors are in parallel, their combined value can be

no mailer than one.half the value of the smaller resistor. Actually, the

combined value is always somewhat larger than this. The problem is to find

out haw much larger it Should be. So when two resistors are in parallel

their combined value is one half the value of the smaller 212.as some additional

value. By using the following chart, you can determine the additional value

which should be added to one-half the value of the smaller resistor«

This chart will allow you to calculate Fesistance values for resistors having

tolerances of and up. (Actually, the Calculation Chart shows four slightly

different ways of calculating resistor combinations).



Calculation Chart for De

Relation of R2 to R1

R2 equals R1 IP

R2 equals 2 R1

R2 equals 3 R1

R2 equals 4 R1

R2 equals 5 R1

R2 equals 6 R1 ....

R2 equals 7 R1

R2 equals 8 R1

R2 equals 9 R1

R2 equals 10 R1

ermining the Value of Two Resistors in Parallel

Alternate Procedures for Calculating R1 and

a, one-half R1
b.

c.

a, one..half R1 plus 3,,5 o 111, or

b. R1 minus 353 of R1, or
c. 2/3 of 111, or R1 minus 1/3 of R1

a. one.half R1 plus 251 of R1, or
b. 111 minus 251 of R1, or
c. 3/44of R1, or, Ri minus 1/4 of R1

a. one.half 111 plus 301/J of R1, or

b. R1 minus 201 of Rl or
c. 4/5 of R1, or R1 minus 1/5 of 111

a. one.half R1 plus 353 of R1, or

b. 111 minus 157) of R1, or

c. 5/6 of R1, or R1 minus 1/6 of R1

a. one.half R1 plus 33$ of R1, or
b. R1 minus 15A of R1, or
c. 6/7 of 111, or R1 minus 1/7 of R1

a. one.half R1 plus 40 of 111, or
b. R1 minus 10 of R1, or
c. 7/8 of R1, or R1 minus 1/8 of 111

a. one.half R1 plus 40 of 111, or

b. R1 minus 101 of R1, or
c. 8/9 of R1, or R1 minus 1/9 of R1

a. one-half R1 plus 401') of R1, or

b. R1 minus 10 of R1, or
c. 9/10 of R1, or R1 minus 1/10 of R1

a. one-half R1 plus 401 of R1, or

b. R1 minus 10 of R1, or
c. 10/11 of 111, or R1 minus 1/11 of R1

Notes:

1. Any of the above calculation procedures can be used with 1016 and 20

tolerance resistors. For $ f; tolerance resistors, use procedure 0.

2. Nhen dealing mith 5% tolerance resistors, the above chart should be

expanded as follows:

R2 li to 14 R1
R2 15 to 30 R1
R2= 30+ R1

[

000.0
IMO
0001110

R1 minus 1016 of R1, or 14/15 R1
R1 minus 5% of R1, or 19/20 R1

R1 only
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Now, for some e mples; n the fo owing aagram,

R1 divides into R2 a tots

R2
8con

of 6 plus times The actual number of times is

closer to 7 than to 6, so round off to 7. According to the resistance

Calculation Chart, the combined value of R1 and R2 equals onemhalf R1 plus

40 of Rl. Onemhalf R1 equals 60 ohms, and 40g of R1 equals 48 ohms. Thus,

the combined value of R1 and R2 equals 108 ohms. OK, now try the following

problems:

Problem A:

The combined value of a 500 ohms and a 800 ohms resistor in paral2e1

equals

Problem B:

A 105K resistor and a 8 7K resistor are in parallel. Their combined

resistance is

Ptoblem C:

A 3.5K and a 1 Meg resistor are in parallel. Their combined resistance

is

Problem D:

A 200,000 ohms resistor and a 1.2 Meg resistor are in parallel. Their

combined resistance is
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Resistan e Networks With Three or More Re istors

Resistor netwrks in parallel often contain three or more resistors.

Mben all of these resistors are of equal value, it is easy to figure out their

combined resistance, it is the value of any single resistor divided by;

(select the correct answers).

a The total number of resistors in the circuit

be The resistance value of any second resistor in the circuit

co The number of resistors in the circuit plus one
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Nhen three or more unequal.valued resistors are in parallel, the value of

the total combination must be worked out by dealing with two resistors at a time

It doesnit matter which pairs or resistors you begin working with, so pick pairs

in which the smaller resistor can be easily divided into the larger resistor.

Also, when possible, work with small resistances first Thus, in the following

example, you mi ht proceed AS rollows:

F05x

Ste 1: Calculate the value o plus R2.

Thus, R1 and 2 equals 75 ohms.

is equal to 50 plus 25% or Ri.

Step 2; Calculate the value of R3 plus R4. It is equal to 225 plus 157: of Aj.

Thus, 1t3 and 4 equals approximately 290 ohms.

Step 3: Calculate the combined value of R1 and 2 and R3 and 4 (75 94290 ohms).

This value equals 38 dhms plus 30 of R1 (Which is about 22 ohms).

The total value of the combination is about 60 ohms. (Notice that

in these calculations it is permissible to round off to the nearest

even number).

Now, you try it on the following problem. Remember that you can ignore any

resistor which is more than ten times the value of any other resistor which it

can be paired with.

115
00 4000

answer
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921a1Ding.PargLA Small Real-Oora)

Nhen the value of R2 is ten times or more than R1, then the bigger resistor

doesn't have much of an influence on the total resistance of the parallel

coMbination. This is shown in the three diagrams below and also on the

Calculation Chart

a 7 RI R2 RJ R2
00 R3 900 R3 100 200

R (20 OHMS R3 =90 OHMS R3 9g own
For practical prposes, then, you can ignore the presence of very large

resistors because it can only effect the Combined value by 10% or less, and

the vAlues of most resistors can vary by at least this amount. So mt.. the

rule is that in parallel circuits igpere 1117,,resi4ors,which are ten times or

more :Larer than the smallest re 5 stor ir. the oircuit.

Nhen you ignore any large resistors, and combine resistors of approximately

equal value into pairs, you reduce the size of your resistance calculation

problem. The only values you have left are those resistances which are 1e55

than ten times the value of the smaller resistor but are not equal to the

smaller. And you know how to handle them .... just take them two at a time and

use the Calculation Chart to work out their value. Let's try another example,

and this time let's use procedure DO on your Resistance Calculation Chart

To begin, R5 (4000") is more than ten times R1 (100.00 so you can

ignore R5. Next, pick an easy pair to work with. 150 and 300 look easy
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bon e 300 is twice 150, Look up in the Ca1cultion Chart where it says

112 equals 2 RIfl. Across from that and under 110 procedure it nays that

R1 + R2 equals 2/3 of 111. In the example, R1 is 150 ohms and 2/3 of it is

100 ohms. Right? Now you can combine that 100 ohm value with 111, which is

100 Ohms, also. The result ia 50 ohms. The only resistor you haven't worked

with yet is R4, which is 700 ohms. This is more than 10 times the value of

30 ohms, so ignore R4. So......in this problem, the value of R6 is 30 ohms.

Now, try this oble

R5
OKA

Begin by igno g '5 because it is 5 times bigger than El. Now, how about

working with R2 and R4 next. 600 is times 300. According to the

Calculation Chart the combined value of 300 and 600 equals one-half 300

plus pet cent of 300. This equals ohms. Now, combine this

value with Rl. According to the Calculation Chart, the result should equal

HR1 minus 1/311 which is about 67 ohms. Now, what about R3? It's about 7 times

larger than 67 ohms,,so this reduced the 67 ohms by ohms. Round off your

result to the nearest IT' and you should get 60 ohms.

ao
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Now. woric this problem compltely by yourself. Assume that sU resistors

have a 20 tolerance.

R6 equals



Resid2r.glatizialwa

In most TV circuits, especialZy those connected to tuba pins you*

find resistors connected in series-parallel combinations.

RI
R3

It isn't too h to figuro out the sistance value of the e combinations.

You work with two resin sat until you have converted the whole

resistor network into a simple series or a simple parallel circuit For

example, in the diagram below, you can see that R1 is in aeries with the

parallel combination of 112 and R31. Therefore, the first thing to do is to

combine 112 and R3. This converts the circuit into a simple series circuit

Then add up the resistances to give 114*

15 Step 1. Combine 112 & 113

R4

R4 SIO

Stop 2. Add R1 & R2 & 3
70.A.

3-29

Note care ully that in Step 1 we could not have comb ned R1 and 113, nor could

me combine 111 and 112* This would have left the other resistor in parallel

floating around without anything to combine it with.
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You can make a series addition on when nothing else is attached to the

center node. Thus, in the diagram below, 111 and R2 guimuullmaly

pombino4 because R, is in parallel with R2. R3

ft

In this next diagram you can coribine R1 and R2 directly by adding them

together. In other words, the resistance between points A and B = R1 plus R2.

Can you see whyl It's because R3 and R2 are parts of different circuits....

Electricity can flaw through R2 to get to point B, but it cannot flow through

R3 to get to point B.

Now, lodk at

What do they tell

ground, or to the

The resistance of

the diagram below. Dd you reoonize the ground sytbols?

you? They tell you that R3 and R2 are both connected to

same electrical node. Thus R2 and R3 are in parallel.

the resistors between points A and B equals

0,wrip,Idde

Step lt the parallel resistance of R2 .0, R3

Step 2: the series resistance of R1 plus the value obtained in step 1.

Remember then, when two parts are connected to the same node, and the other

side of these parts is connected to ground, then the two parts are in parallel.



Now, for some problems. In the two examples below, determine the value

which is the resistance between points A and 8.

otr.212....'n A

Problem B

NW OWN

3-31
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Now, let's look at a slightly dif erent arrangement of resistors. In

the fpowin circuit can see that R3 is in parallel with El 4. R2.

150E1
R3

A

R2 (24K
0 15 .C2._

In this type of arrangement, you first have to combine the two resistors which

are in series. Then in step 2, you will calculate the resistance of this

combination in parallel with R3.

Step 1 R1 plus R2 11E2 (fill in calculation)

Step 2 R3 and 111 plus R2 RAB (fill in calculation)

So....when calculating the resistance of a series-paral1e1 combination,

first calculate the value of the sub-sections. Keep doing this until you

have converted the circuit into a simple series or parallel circuit. OK, now

lodk at the following example carefully. After you have studied it a while,

try the next problem.

Dumas:

For the circuit pn the
right, the problem is to
find the value or RAB

Step 1: R2 and 43 R2 4: 3 A RI

Step 2: and 76 R5 and 6

The problem has now
been reduced to the cirouit
on the rights

4.11.111=111110all.

Alow.
R2 36.3

R4

R5S..6

7



Step 3; R2 4, 3 4. R7 = R43+7

Step 4: R4 R5+6 = R44.54.6

The problem has naw been
reduced to the circuit
on the right

step 3: R4+5+6 R2+5P7 R2+3+4+5+47

The problem has now been
reduced to the circuit
on the right

Step b: RAB= R,, + R24,30+5+6+7

NOW you it:

A RI

What is the resistance between A & B1

Space for calculation;

R2.4
37

VW-0
R2i-344

RAB

loon.

200-CL

1/104100 N. Of 41.1111.100.11.1.11011.

300,11

Answer ohms
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Hidden Resistors;

There are a number of instances where the resistance of 4 part will have

no practical effect on the total resistance of the circuit. When this occurs,

we say that this part is nhiddeno. We have talked already about one such

instance when a resiator is in parallel with a second resistor which is

ten times or more larger.PP R2

R3 won. R3 1 Megrl

\A

R2 is "Hidden" R2 is "Hidden"

In both of the circuits above, R2 is 10 times or more larger than Rl. Thus,

the resistance of the R1 and R2 combination is less than 10 per cent smaller

than the value of R1 itself. Usually, resistors have a tolerance of at least

10 per cent, So v... the value of R3 in the diagrams above is within the

tolerance range of the value of R1 alone, Now look below. R1 has a tolerance

of 10 per cent. The smallest value which R1 can have and still be considered

within tolerance is MINIMNIMIMOMOOMMIN

R3
\A

R2
5,6Kr2.

OK. Now work out the value of R3. It is , and this value is within

outside of the tolerance limits for Rl. (Check one).

Thus, me can call R2 a hiddenm

(Check one)

ftnon.hiddeno
111111011111111111110111101111111110

resistor.



Resistors connected in series can be ',hidden!! also. AB an example

the following example, what is the resistance cr RA

A
Nx. 4*, 4

B
It adds up to be 1,20,600 ohms which is for practical purposes 1.2 megohms.

This means that the big resistor is ohidingo the smaller resistor, R2. This is

because with 10 per cent taerance for the 1 2 Meg resistor, its va3ue alone

could be as high as 1,212,000 ohms.

ohms?

What the above information means is that when combining resistance values,

the following rules of thumb can be followed;

For parallel circuits, the combined value of a small and very large resistor

is approximately the value of the small resistor,

For series circuits, the combined value of a small and very largo resistor

is approximately the value of the large resistor.

Finally, a gooi resistor will show its correct ohms value within its

tolerance limits when tested with an ohmoter. A resistor that does not measure

within its tolerance limits is no good, for most practical situations.

Nowt by way of review, try the following problems. In these problems,

assume that all resistors have a 20% tolerance.



Problem 1;

The resistance between points A

Problem 2;

The resistance between points A and B could be 45.4K ? 72.6K

59.5K 7 (Select correct answer)

A 0VW
70 0 a

Pr.oblem 2

The re istance between points A and B is

A 7137517177577
R
alooR

Problem 4:

The resistance between points A and B is

4

A
'(calculate valueY

Problemals B

If R1 & R2 are in parallel, and R2 is 6 times bigger than R1, then the

combined value of R1 and R2 is: (Select correct answer)

a one-half the value of 111

b. R1 value minus 10 of the 111 value

0. 5/6th of the value of R1



Froblem 6:

The resistance between points A and B s

R

',VOL

Ra

6 00 SZ

R3

I 5 K

Calculate value

c R4 Rs
600g 4502

R7
20KU.

E3

R 6

zoo.Q.
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Tube Pin Resistanc Chains:

Most piece.parts of a TV are connected together in series.parallel

combinations. One side or end of these combinations is usually connected to

ground or to a power supply. The other end of the combination usually is

connected to a tube pin. It is important to know how to calculate and to

interpret the DC resistance of these tube pin chains. Using this information,

you can isolate TV or radio trouiales down to a single part. Let's find out

how this is done.

Let Us begin by reviewing the resistance characteristics of three common

parts: resistors, capacitors and coils. The resistance of these parts is based

on the ease with which DC current passes through them.

R istors: their resistance value varies, depending on their

tated value and tolerance of the resistor.

C d 1 kinds 0 in a their resistance usually is

very low (5 . 10 ohms).

papacitors: DC cannot pass through a capacitor. Therefore, a

capacitor has an infinitol h h res tanc (Actually, when a

capacitor is checked, DC does charge it up by putting many more

electrons on one side until the capacitor becomes fully charged. For

large capacitors, this may take a second or two.)

Nhen you measure the DC resistance at a tube pin, yo4, are measuring the

combined resistance of all the parts which are on the DC path between that tube

pin and ground. Sometimes this DC path (or tube.pin chain) is very obvious

Mally times it is not obvious, and leu will have to study your schematic diagram

to figure out what the path is.



Before taking tube.pin resistance readings, there are two things which you

should double-check. First, make sure that one side of your ohmeter or

.171.112=t42LILESS4211-12-22.1d2112.
second, make sure that you have

zrounded.2226aLthljammuRRILEE. (You will be told how to do this in class,)

If you win look at your Zenith TV schematic, you will see that some tube.pin

chains are grounded and some are not. Those that are not usually go to the

power supply. Py grounding all the power supplies, you ground all these

pin chains.

DC Resistance Path B tween Tube Pin and G ound:

Uhen taking pin.readings, one of the biggest jdbs is to figure out what

parts you are measuring. In other words, you have to figure out the DC path

between tube pin and ground. You need to study a schematic diagram to find

this out For example in the followingOgrams

RI R2
l.5MEG ma. look

1111111%*

R:3

70a
41301/

The pin chain for pin 6 contains only R3. Therefore, the

resistance reading at pin 6 should be ohms. That's

right, 70 ohms.

The pin chain for pin 2 contains R5 and Ll in parallel. Therefore,

the resistance reading at pin 2 should be ohms. Did you

say $.10 ohms, Finell The resistance of Ll is so small compared

to R5 that R5 does not affect the pin reading.
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notice that pins 2 and 3 are connected to a l30v power supply. You should

have grounded this supply before taking the pin readings. This would ground the

pin chains connected to pins 2 and 3.

OK, now what about pin 1? The DC resistance path goes through R2 It

can't go through capacitors, so it has to go through R1 and then to ground.

So the resi tance reading at 111 should be

For this next set of problems, you vrill need the schematic of the Zenith TV

set that has been furnished for class troubleshooting practice.

Sometimes it is easy to see what parts are in a pin resistanccl

For example, look at your Zenith schematic odel D1230Y6rand find 113 (1st IF

stage, upper left a the schematic). Ilhat parts are attached to pin 27

Right, only a 66 ohm resistor. (Notice that on this schematic, many resistors

are unlabeled. That is, only their value is given. This is because these are

common composition resistors which require no special description in the

parts lists).

Now heves a harder prot1em. What is the resistance path from V.

to ground. Ts it like example A, 131 or C? Answer

ONO

* 131415 Chassis

MI MEM&
AMMO

1

pin 3
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;

In the previous example, you were dhown three possible "reconstructions" of

the resistance path for V3, pin 3. It is useful for you to know how to

reconstruct such circuits so let's try a few.

On your Zenith schematic, let us reconstruct the DC resistance circuit for

pin I of V3. Tracing backwards from pin 1, ym come to a branching point with

one path going to Llk and the other path through Rl. Let's go throuzh LIA first.

After going through L1A, the path is blocked by Cl and C2. So we go off to the

ri ht and through a 68 ohm resistor, Then we come to a branch which goes off

to the left, but this ends at C3, so that's blocked, too. Next we come to a

point labeled E Going off from this point to the left or to the right leads

to a capacitor. So that's not a DC path. Going downward from point E

MD go through a 680K resistor, then off to the left and through a 220K resistor,

then down through a 4.7 Ern resistor to a grounded 130V power supply. So far,

we have a DC resistance pin chain which looks like this.

NNW

4.7 Meg IL 22(r5 6 KC 68 in L lA

Now, let's take another look at it. This time WO go left from pin 1,

down through R1, then over to the left and then down through the bottom half of

L1A, then over to the right and down through the 680K resistor again. In other

words, the complete DC path from pin 1 ,to ground looks like this



V3

101111111111111111

0111*

4,7MEG 220K 6 80K so_ L I A
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Now you should be able to arum out uhat the resistance reading at pin 1

should be. It could be 6 Meg

correct answer)

6.5 Fieg or 7 Meg (Select

During mugh of your practical exercises on Chassis navigation and on

Chassis Troubleshooting, you will be trying to figure out what parts are

attached to tube pins. So, try a couple more problems.

A ...mem. Draw below a diagram of the DC resistance path between

lAn 3 and ground for tube VlOB (on your Zenith schematic).

0

B 0.1141001100000 For tube VOA, draw the DC resistance path between pin 7

and ground.
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Often times there is a DC resistance path between twe or more tube pins.

Sometimes you can use these paths to check the resistance of individual parts.

For example, on your Zenith schematic, locate V3, pin 5. Notice that there is

a DC path from this pin to pin 6 of the same tube, gy measurine the resistance

between these two points, you actually are checking the resistance of one of the

windings of the transformer T2.

Sometimes you may have to check the resistance between two tube pins

because there is no other way to check the part. For example, on 1/12, 1124 can

be checked by measuring between pins 1 and 12. But you must be careful not to

get shocked, as hero the voltage is 13.5KV when the sot is on, langur, turn

off the power firsti
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Pin Resistance Charts;

For most TV sets, the schematics for these sets will contain a tube

resistance dhart. Such charts tell you what the correct DC resistance reading

should be at each pin. But, be careful when using such a chart,. First, be sure

and read the chart to find out how the readings were obtained. Sometimes the

readings were obtained without the power supplies being grounded. This makes the

readings very difficult to use.

Unfortunately, the Zenith TV you are working with is so new that it doesn't

contain a pin resistance chart. When you have to work with such sets, the best

thing to do is figure out your own chart. This you can do by taking a TV which

seems to be working OK. Disconnect it, ground the power supplies, then check and

record the readings at each tube pin. If the set is quite new, these readings can

serve as the mcorrectn readings, in most cases.

Inte rotation of Pin Resistance Readin s:

When troubleshooting a TV, you first uservmptom and other informtuion to

isolate the trouble to one or more stages. You check the tubes for these stages.

Suppose the tubes are OK. That's when you begin the chassis troubleehooting

through the use of pin readings. It's important to remember, though, that you

must try to use sympteliinformation and your understanding of the TV Technical

Story to isolate the trouble to one or two stages. In this way, you do not have

too many individual parts to check.

Hidden vs, Non.hidden Parts,:

As you should realize by now, most piece.parts are connected in some way

to a tube pin. Howeyer, not all of these parts will affect the resistance reading

at the tube pin. Those parts that do44affect the reading we will call Hnon.

hiddeno parts. They are non.hidden because if they go bad in a typical way, the

effect of this will be to change the resistance reading at the tube pin.
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There are certain parts, and certain arrangements of Farts which lead to

what we call "hidden', parts, These are parts which can go bad and still not

affect the reading at the tube pin. An example which you are familiar with

already is that of a very large resistor in parallel with a small resistor or

with a coil, Later on, we will talk more about ',hidden parte. In this section,

we will be concerned only with Hnon.bidden parts,
134-

R2

6
C

2

F.45>F4

C2 ."..NP

Resistance.Intprpretation Problems:

OMR APR

ommemme.
~mom

In thrl Itiagml, above, the correct resistance readings at the tubes pins

should be as follows:

pin 2 infinity

pit 3 20K

pin 5 670 ohms

pin 6 5 ohms

OK, now for some problems:

the reading at pin 2 is 1 Neg. What is probably wrong? Cl is

short? or C2 is short?

That's right, C2 is probably short. Incidentally, capacitors

typically go bad by shorting. This changes their resistance from

infinity to about zero ohms.



..Next problem. The reading at pin 5 is 2K. Nhat probably is wrong?

R4 is Shorted 7 or R4 is open ?

Rightt R4 probably is open. Resistors typically go bad by

opening up. This changes their value from whatever it Should be,

to a value of Hinfinity0 . maximum resistance.

C....Suppose the re ading at pin 3 is 23.5K. Nhat is the trouble?

T3 is open 7 R2 is open 7 Do trouble 7

Can't tell 7

This is a tough one. Possibly nothing is wrong because with ar

tolerance-resistors, the correct reading could be 23.5K. On the

other hand, T3 could be open or R2 could be open, and this would

not greatly affect the reading at pin 3.

D....Suppose the reading at pin 6 is 3500 ohms. Nhat is probably wrong?

T3 is open 7 T3 is short ? R2 is open ?

T3 is probably open. Transformer windings can either short out

or open up. Nhen they short, they may short out only a few turns

of the winding. When this happens, you can't detect this with

resistance readings.

E....One final problem. Suppose the resistance reading at pin 5 reads

infinity. Nhat mould be wrong?

Not making aigood connection with the multimeter probe

Both Riand R4 are open 7

There is an open break in the line between pin 5 and ground

All of the above

Right! Any of the above could cause a reading of infinity. However,

you don't usually expect two or more parts to go bad at one time, so

probably both R3 and R4 are OK. Breaks in the line can occur; or parts

and wires can come unsoldered. That's the thing to look for first

in this case.



Let's conclude this lesson by interpreting a few readings from the Zenith

TV you are working with. Again, you will have to use your schematic diagram

for these problems:

A.....On V3, pin 7, the correct reading should be 0 ohms. The obtained

reading is infinity. What probably is wrong?

a, broken multimeter

b broken lead from pin 7

B.....On V31 pin 5, the correct reading should be 220 ohms. The obtained

reading is 33K. What probabay is wrong?

a. C6 is short

b. T2 winding is open ?

130V is not grounded

C.,...On V7A, the obtained reading at pin 4 was .7 megs. Is this the correct

reading? yes no If no, what part is probably bad?

D.....On V10A, the obtained reading at pin 9 was 149K. Is this the correct

reading? ye

This completes this lesson.

no If no, what part is probably bad?



ANSWERS TO BOOK III PROBLEYS

pus, Pa.da

3. 3 150,000 ohms 27 2 times; 13 195 ohms;

3. 3 I 20r0 27 7 or e ohms

3. 3 3500 ohms 28 about 160 ohms

3. 6 low resistance 31 Pr.A .. 4.25K

3- 7 good 31 Pr.B . 1550 ohms

3. 7 bad :32 Step 1 . 300 ohms

3. 7 bad 32 Step 2 .. 2 60 ohms

3- 7 good 33 120 ohms

3.10 R1, R2, R3, R3, R6, Li 34 about 500 ohms; about 505 ohms;

3..3a Seri es 34 uwithinii, Hhiddce

3.12 2050 ohms 1, 023 , 250 ohms 35 1.205 mees

3.13 33.0K 29 megs; 2300 ohms 36 Pr.]. . 200 X or 2.004X

3.14 parallel 36 Pr.2 .. 59.5K

3.16 250 ohms; 50 ohms 36 Pr.3 .. about 400 ohms

3.17 240 ohms; 185 ohms 36 Pr.4 about 1100 ohms

3. 18 175 ohms; 10 44, or 45 ohms 36 Pr.5 choice "bn

3. 19 800 ohms °
37 Pr.6 . about 221f

3. 20 90 ohms 39 70 ohms; about 5 ohms

3.23 about 325 ohms; about 127,5 ohms 40 1.6 megs; 68 ohm resistor;

3.23 about 2.65K; about 170,000 ohms 40 answer 11011

3- 24 choice mall 42 6 megs

3.. 25 about 165 ohms
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ANSWERS TO BOOK III PROBLEMS

Pr.A *41*

Pr0B

Pr.0 40.

Prii0D *41.

Pr*E **fp

Fr*A **.

Pr*B ***

Pr*C ***

Pr*D **.

C2 is short

R4 is open

Can't tell

T3 probably is open

All of the above

choice .. broken lead from pin 7

choice Ilbu .. T2 is open

reading is correct

reading is incorrect; C52 is short



BOOK IV

WITHIN STAGE TROUBLESHOOTING
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Directions

This book tells how to find bad parts in electronic

chassis. It will give you practice by means of a set of

problems.

Everything you will need to solve these problems is here

in the booklet. This is a scrambled book. As you read through

the booklet, you wlll notice at times you will be asked a

question. Sometimes the questions are of the completion

type, ln the space left for you to complete the question,

fill in the word or words you think best answers the question.

You will be told to go to a page where you will find an

answer to the question you have just answered. Some pages

have answers to several questions on them. In order to keep

questions and answers related, the answers are lettered as

well as numbered. For example, yeu may be told to go to

page 4-100 Do not go to 4.10a or 4-10c since the answer

will be on page 4.10b.

The next page gives the table of contents. Notice

the location of the diagram. You will use it later on.

Turn to page H10 and begin.
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NITHIN STAGE TROUBLESHO T NGD

You start Nithin Stage Troubleshooting,' after you

have found a bad stage. Once you have named the bad stage,

you know all of the parts which are connected to the tube

in that stage. The tube and the parts connected to it are

shown on the schematic diagram

First you should check the tube in the bad stage.

Second, you should neyeballn the stage for charred resistors,

bad solder joints, broken parts, etc. Third, if you can't

find the trouble, you then begin using static checks.

(Resistance measurements) You should use static checks at

this point because the resistances of the parts don't

depend on each other, and you want to have independent measures

now rather than over-all measures. On the other hand, when

the equipment is turned on you should use hot (voltage,

oscilloscope) checks in measuring stage outputs because the

parts act together as a whole to cause the overall stage

output.

To find the exact part(s) causing the trouble, you

measure resistance with the set turned off. You must 2Easol
==.

it for static resistance checks. You do this by grounding

all power inputs. Why do you ground power inputs?--to make

small networks of the parts between each tube pin and ground.

Each network will contain some combination of resistors,

capacitors, inductors or other specific parts. You, as a repair-

man, must determine which parts in the stage belong in each net-
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work. All networks are between tube pins and ground so you start at

a tube pin to determine each network and trace it to ground. A bad

part will usually change the resistance value of the network measured

at the tube pin. The correct resistance values for each tube pin are

easily figured out from examining the schematic.

The next Within Stage Troubleshooting step is for you to

measure the resistance value of each tube pin until the one is found

which is bad. The network attached to that pin will contain the bad

part. You then look at the network schematic to find out if you can

measure smaller portions of it without unsoldering parts. Assuminx

you can, you continue measuring smaller portions until you have either

found a single bad part or you must unsolder a connection to separate

one part of the network from the remainder.

Sometime tube pin measurements fail to show bad resistance even

though the stage is known to contain a bad part. ln these cases, the

trouble is a uhidden part. A. hidden part is a faulty part which

will not produce bad resistance readings at a pin because of the nature

of the network it is in. There are only a few network circuit arrange.

ments which produce hidden parts. they are:

P-

A; 1E-ft-WV'
iNNIMINOVI

(1) gaRRI19.421.111.1Prie1.

The resistance at pin 1 in the circuit above will be

infinite. This is the correct reading at pin 1.
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7ote, however, if the resistor is either open or !hort.circuited, the

rosistanee pin 1 is still infinite. Therefore, the resistor could lit badly

daeapd, or completely destroyed, and a resistance measurement at pin I would

not show it. The resistor in thin case is a "hidden part." This circuit is

'Also an example e how a network can be split up so as to measure smaller

portione of it Tt is impossible to measure the resistor directly since

one end connect: to ;round and the other to the capacitor. Thus, :Litz...22E2111a,

meanore the resistance of individual parts in the chain. A resistance

measurement of the resistor mill *how it to be good or bad.

(2) 2,211..W.Deci...12,5149Z221.4.d.

The resistance at pin 1 in the circrit above will be that of tbo

coil. Coil resistances are usually very low (of the order of five or less

ohms). Often the resistor connected across the coil has a resistance mhich

is thousands of timils greater than the coil. In these instances, the

resistor could be open.circuited, and the measurement of resistance at

pin 1 mould still show the value of the coil, or in other merds, a good reading

Therefore, a part connected across a coil may be either good or bad without

h_aving its conditton revealed by a pin resistance measurement. The resistor

in this case is the hidden part.
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Remed.y. This circuit is an example of when it is not po sible to

split up the circuit into smaller portions. In this case, you must

actually detach one end of the art under test and measure the resis-

Ial.9.2...21.1ha_AnalylayauplEta. Such resistance measurements will show

up the bad part. You will often have to unsolder one end of the part

under test from other parts tn the chain in order to isolate it. This

is an important part of troubleshooting but should only be done when

necessary.

PRI. 2 C SEC,

minuoiliftwr
aliftrar

MeV

(3) Transformer secondaries

The resistance at pin 1 in the circuit above is that of the

primary winding of the transformer. A bad secondary winding would not

affect the resistance measurement.

Remedy. You must note the presence of secondary windings and

measure them separately by detaching other parts from at least one end

of the winding under test. Do this to all windings of a transformer.
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(4) Inpup0a2at Connections.

The resistance measured at pin 6, 1/5 is 12 ohms as shown

above, This resistance is the sum of the resistances of the windings

numbered 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6. It has nothing to do with Z1, the delay

network. Therefore, if the delay network contained the malfunction,

pin resistance measurements would not show it.

When two stages are on different chassis, the output of one

is often connected to the imput of the other by means of a ncoaxial

cable.fl When such a chassis is removed from the set in order to

troubleshoot it, the coaxial termination, however, is left unconnected.

Therefore, any part connected to the coaxial terminations will not be

checked by means of the pin resistance measurements.

Remedy. Check the resistance of the parts individually, opening

connections between them in the process. In the circuit above, a

resistance measurement should be made between terminals 1 and 3 of the

Z1 network. If the resistance is infinite, the trouble has been local-
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ized to the network, since the resistance between 1 and 3 should be

that of a string of coils connected. It should be low, not infinite.

If you have to continue to troubleshoot this component rather than to

replace it, that Is done by disconnecting terminal of Z1 from T1 and

checking the resistance between pins 1 and 2 of the network Zl. This

resistance should be infinite, if it is not, the malfunction has been

discovered. This is because the measurement includes capacitors.

We are now going to take a look at some examples.

It will be assumed you have used dynamic checks to isolate the

trouble to a stage. Look at the schematic diagram in the back of the

book. Your static troubleshooting begins with a visual check of the

chassis. We assume you have done this and the chassis looks OK. You

have also checked the tubes and they are good. Let's say you had an

ohmmeter. Now you begin measuring the resistance of a chain of parts

connected to the pins of tube V8 by placing one probe of your ohmmeter h

on the pin in question, and the other at ground. But waitt What

should you do before making resistance measurements at the tube pin?

Right! OK, go to the next page.
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You ground the power supply, of course!

Now, let's see what value we get We start a pin 1 and note

that the reading must be zero because its grounded. Next, pin 2

chould measure 6.8K, since ic is connected to +130V through 1115

and we have grounded the 130 volt line. Next let's find the re .

cistance at pin 8. The parts of interest are shown below:

Mr.

1

IC C i<

+13 ,

A I

eel

C

ON. MOO 01101t =17 At
elionwe

Al has a circuit equal to that shown dotted.

The Al circuit completes another path through 82K resistance

near the picture tube which is grounded.

Compute the resistance*reading which you should get at pin 8

and go to page 3-21a for verification of your answer.

To

* Add up the resistance involved and write the sum in the space,

then go to page 4-21a.
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To
4:11

D. Right. In circuits of this sort, your best choice is

to measure the individual parts. Go ahead. 4.e2

In cases of this sort, the strategy of repair will depend on

how the parts are actually physically wired into the circuit. If

it is possible to do it it is probably worthwhile grouping the parts

in two sections, and measuring each section separately.

This is, of course, applying the old nsplit-halfn technique,

which will probably save you some time and effort if you have no

special reason for measurIng at any ,particular, place. If you do this,

you will find that 029 has shorted. You replace it and measure your

pins again to find they are OK.

Notice that C30 is within a dotted line representing a can.

It might be difficult to replace 030 were it shorted out; therefore,

the whole assembly might have to be replaced.

You have just completed a series of problems designed to give

you practice in troubleshooting within a chassis. You have learned

how dc resistance checks can be used to help find a failed part,

how to interpret pin resistance readings, what to do if all checks

are good (hidden part troubles) and how to make simple deductions

based on the circuit and the values of your measurements.

Practice of this sort will help prepare you to do your job.

This concludes the booklet.
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B. Right! Since Al could have opened up without changing the value

of the pin reading at pin 8. Moreover, the 47K or 82K resistor attached to

the right side of Al should be opened.

Grounding the power supply created a parallel path that didn't exist

before. So, you are probably wondering why Should you ground the power

supply if it is only going to make your job harder? You will find, however,

that It generally makes your job easier. Let's see 'why!

Suppose you didn't ground the power supply and measured at pin 8 of

V8. 'What now would be the circuit and the resistance reading? Whatever

the 1 OV tie int is oined to 1 aar in series with th resistor

and in a 1e1 with the remainder e ne Take a look at the

schematic and find out where the circuit goes after it leaves 39K through

the +130V line. Wewill AMMO that capacitors will block the DC current

of the ohmmeter and will look like open circuits.

The +130 line can be found at many places in the diagram. Notice that

every branch of this circuit is blocked by a capacitor or a tube (Which in

a deenergized chassis blocks current like a capacitor), except one which

goes through the brightness control (located above V9B on your schematic)

Because of this, the reading should be 391C+ 250K in parallel with about

120K or about 85K.

To
4.9
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4.7ro

W11 then, do we ground the power supply?

A. Because in most instances, it helps restrict the

number and location of parts to measure* Go to 4.46b.

Because you might burn out the set if you didn't.

Go to 4 13b.

Extra Problem #1: Draw the equivalent circuit for the

following schematic:

ONO

R5
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C. You measure 405K at one extreme of R11, and 11.5K at the

To
zRri

other. This is because C34 has shorted through and ex

plains why the pin reading was so low. That is, since C34

has shorted, the ohmmeter was actually measuring 680K in

parallel with the 1 Meg part, R11. (The other resistors

are so small they can be ignored.)

Go ahead 4

Now you have found two bad parts. Do you h nk you have

them all?

A. Yes. Go to 4 22c.

B. No. Go to IN, l8c

4

la

11b

A. cr::4is could happen but it is probable that you would have

noticed it when you were handling C19 before. Try again.

Go to 4 3313. 4-11c

A. We said opened not shorted. Try again. Go to 4 5d,

A. If you did this, you would still have the short circuit.

Try again. Go to 4-42a. 4-11e
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14,72

This would certainly give you the answer, but the

accuracy of the capacitance checker is not needed.

And besides, you don't have one in the shop. Try again.

Go to 4 04d.

You can use this space for figuring or drawing cartoons or

schematics or equivalent circuits.
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4 16b Right! After studying the schematic, you will find

that there is a capacitor whizh could produce this

resu t, if it shorted. ThirJ is C17B. Go to 26a,

Not at all You must always disconnect the TV from

the wall outlet before working on the parts inside of

it. Try again. Go to 4-10a

4-28b You will have time enough for this. You'd better

act now. Try again. Go to 4 29a.

To
4:T3

a

4 2a IAA, 111, C2, C19 684, 4704, 22 Meg, R2

Go ahead.

The parts in the network of T1 are so interconnected that e

a variety of alternate paths exist which result in relative

ly little change, regardless of how the parts go bad. This

is because they all connect through the 680K. 220K and 4.7

Meg resistor to the grounded supply, and these parts dominate

the resistance reading.

R2 is hidden with respect to pin 5 b Ause it is across

the primary of T2, a low resistance.

True Go to 4-17c.

False Go to 4-22a.



You have isolated the trouble to V7. You have made the

following measurements

Correc

Pin Ohms

Fil

2 IK

3 180A

4 687K

5 5.r6

6 10K

7 211

8 350-P-

9 1600.A

11 500KVar

12 Fil

Measu ed

Pin Ohms

2. Fil

2 IK

3 180.a.

4 406K

5

6 10K

7

8 350..1.

9 1600,

11 350KVar

12 FiI

To
4:r4

Q-1 As your next step you would:

C. Measure at pin 11 and rotate the volume control to

extremes. Go to 4-20a.

A. Replace the tube socket since there must be a short

in it. Go to 4-15a

B. Examine the 680K resistor connectin pin 4 through

680 resistor to the B4. boast since it must have

changed its value out of tolerance. Go to 4-I8a. a
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4 38b 1. If it opened you'd have infinity.

If it shorted you'd have zero ohms. Try again.

4-370 Three, go ahead.

Of the types of parts connected to the tube at that pint

which do you think most likely to short?

A. Resistor. Go to 4-33d

B. Capacitor. Go to 4-36b.

C. Transformer, Go to 4w24g.
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The socket might have a short In it but your measure

ments so far should not have suggested this ro you,

There's a better choice. Try again. Go to 14a.

B1-1Z-11

4 22d You've got the trouble narrowed down to V5 and its

parts. Your check of the pins resistance shows you

the following:

Measured

OhmsPin

1

2
3,4
5
6

2
0

Fil
220
220

Co rect

Pin Ohms

1 2
2 100
3,4 Fil
5 220
6 220

You have checked the tube and it's good. You

have examined the vicinity of the tube for obvious

signs of failure and found Acme.

Clearly the trouble has to do with pin 2. Which

part appears to have changed its value?

(Turn to page 4 24c).
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You said yes, And you are right because pin 6

actually connects directly to the other side of

T2 primary at the junction of C6 and the 220 ohm

resistor.

Go ahead to page 4 14ao 4 16a

4-10a B. Bight. Since the +130V line is now open, the

brightness control is in the circuit.

We ground the power supply to make little circuits out

of bigger ones, so that you can more easily spot the source of an

4.16b
incorrect reading.

Let's look at an example where thepower supply has not been

grounded. Such an example can show the problems you get into if

you don't ground the power supply.

Let's suppose that without grounding the power supplies, you

measured at pin 8 of V8 and got a reading of 30K. That's what the

reading is supposed to be when the power supplies are grounded.

That should make'you suspicious. You get a ncorrecto reading with.

out making the measurement correctly. That suggests that something

is wrong someplace. In fact, it suggests that the +130V power sup-

ply is grounded, even though you didn't do it. So.... your job now

is to find out what could go wrong that would ground the +130V PS.

Q-3 As your next step you would:

A. Measure the 39K resistor circuitry directly. Go to 4 25a.

B. Measure the 100K and 22K resistors by measuring between

pins 8 and ground* Go to 4-23a.

C. Study the schematic diagrams to see what might be wrong

and still give a 30K reading. Go to 4-13a.
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Pins 2 (which should have been 1K) and 9 (which should have

been 1600). Go ahead.

You have found the pins with the bad reading. Looking at the

schematic diagram, you can see that one of the resistances

you should have read would have been due to the series com

bination of the resistance of two parts. Since you measured,

in fact, infinite resistance for both pins, you could de

duce that one part had:

A. Opened up. Go to 449a.

B. Shorted out. Go to 4 24a.

4.13e You said True. Good. You know that coils usually

have low resistances and that this 33K resistor is in

parallel with it. Go ahead.

Would it be hidden with respect to pin 6?

A. Yes (page 4.16a)

No (page 4 25d)
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47.4a 4718

J. It's possible that R26 changed its value, but notice that

there are resistance measurements which are wrong. You'd

better think a little about why and try an easier way

first. Return to 4 14a.

4-20b

a

C. Well you could do that but it's grasping for straws.

Remember you've got two bad readings Try again with 4-20b b

a 1
You probably do have them. The tube V7 was bad and

you found that by making a routine cheek. Go ahead to

pa3e 4 22d.

A. You said oyesell Noi You've already checked the tube

and it's OK Go to page 4-37a.

B. It's possible that this was the trouble but there's a

better answer. Try again. 4-42a.
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Right. It wou d have been very unlikely that both par

would have opened up to produce exactly the same resist-

ance of infinity. So it is probable that only one part

opened up. Go ahead

Take another look at the resistanee values listed for your

measurements at V7.

Pins

I 12
2

5
6
7
8
9
11

Measured Correct

Resistance Resistance

Fil Fil

c4;
IK

180 180

687K 687K

5A.
10K 10K

5-11.

500 500

co 1600

.5 Meg Vari .5 Meg Vari

To
1479

Notice there are two incorrect pin readings. Ths resistance at

pin 2 is made up of R12 to ground. Whereas pin 9 has R12 and the

primary of the output transformer T8.

Which part do you think opened?

A. Primary? Try 4-23c.

B. R12? Try 4-30a.
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This is a good Hnextu step Since R11 is in oncA

pin chain which tad a bad resistance reading, you

would be interested to see if it might be the source

of trouble. Your measurements at the extremes give

you 1K and 405K

Go ahead

Alartght, you think you have found a bad part, but re

member you had two readings which were wrong. Pin 11 and pin 4.

Q-2 Your next step is to:

A. Measure R11 by putting the probes directly across

it. Go to 4-24b.

B. Replace R11 with a good volume control. Try 4 22b.

C. Measure between pin 11 and pin 4. Back to 4-11a.

Check for shorts in shielding. Back to 4 8b.

4-38b 2. Ri ht. If shorted, it would put the 33K resistor

In parallel with E22, providing 23.5K ohms. Go to

4 34o.
4.20c

a
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About 30K. Go ahead a

If you measure 30K at pin 8 does this mean all the parts a e

good?

A. Yes Go to 4-25b.

B. No Back to 4 9a.

4.29a
A. Good choice. You can profitably spend a few minutes doing

this. If you find a damaged part or parts, looking at your

schematic diagram will help you decide which parts to check

Go ahead.

Unfortunately, you didn't find the bad part by looking at the

chassis. You've checked the tube and it's OK. Now you decide

to measure the pin resistance readings at V7. You ground the

power supply and begin measuring. This is what you find. d.

Measured Correct
Pins Resistance Resistance

0101~~~61~MINNOMMINIIM

1 12
2

5
6
7
8

9

Fil
cc
180.%
687K

10X
<5.r.
500.

Fil

687K

500N%
co
.5 Meg Vari .5 Meg Vari

Note: (40means °less than° and (>) means °greater than.°

Which pin or pins have bad resistance readings?

Go back to page 4.17a to check your answer.
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You sai d ?alse. If you will trace the path from pin 3 of V3 ea

will find that R2 is connected to T2 at one end and to pin b at

the other end of T2. So R2 is actually acrossthe transformer

prlmary. Since the resistance of this winding is low, R2 could

open and not be noticed. Go back to 4.17c.

To

You just cost the boss another $5.00 because the new one acts the

way thc old one did. Try again. Back to 4.20b,

4.1111

A. Yes. You seem to have them all, because being a good tgoubleshooter

you have already chccked the tube V7 and found it bad. Go ahead.

You won't really be certain you ve got them all until you have replaced

the parts you have found to be defective, and checked out the resistance

readings before energizing. Then, after you have energized the set, you can

measure the stage outputs and find out if they are OK.

In this particular problem, you found all the bad parts. What happened

was that 04 shorted. This ot a high voltage on pin 11 of V7. Such A high

positive volta a draw grid current uhich saturated the tube, thus prodAcing

an excessive plate current which damaged the tube. The sat owner turned the

set off fast enough to prevent any additional damage from occurring. oit

sometimes other parts can fail, too.

So the failure of one part can cause other parts to fail. As a

consequence, you have to be ready 4.A) detect and replace all bad parts

Let's go on to the next problem, which is found on page 4.156.
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4-16b B. You measure between pins 8 and ground and find the

same result--30K. You can't readily measure this

combination without unsoldering some parts. Go to

4 26a.

429 Not While it's true the tube pin resistance measure-

ment will not show this resistor to be bad, it's far

too early to begin measuring individual parts, even

if they are hidden. Try again. Go to 4-29a.

4 19b No, the primary is alright But you should have known

this because the reading at pin 2 was also bad. If the

primary had opened, pin 2 would have read IK ohms as

before rather thanrc. R12 is open, go ahead to page

4 30a.

23a

4-24d C. Yes. You find the capacitor has a very high resistance

so it is not shorted out. Go ahead to page 4-33b.

R22 opened, not the 33K resistor. Try again on page

4-35d.
23e
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4 17b

To
4-24

You said ushorted outH If one branch had shorted out,

the resistance at pin 2 would have been zero and not

that of the other branch. Try again. Return to 4 17b. a

4-20b You measure 405K ohms. You haven't got much more in-

formation than before. There's a better choice, try

again on 4-201). 24b

445b 09 appears to have shorted.

Q. You could be sure about that only by:

A. Pulling the tube and measuring across the capac

itor. Try 4-33a.

Disconnecting it from the circuit and iwasuring

on a capacitance checker. (A capacitance checker

is used to measure capacitance very accurately.) d

Try 4 12b.

C. Disconnecting one end and measuring its resist-

ance. Back one page to 4-23d.

D. Asking your boss. Go to 4-34a.

4 38b 4. The resistance measurement would be unaffected by it.

Try again with 4 38b. 24e

4-42a C. 029 has a smaller value; it's true, but that doesn't

mean it will go bad first. Try again on page 4-42a. 24f

Transformers can go bad by shorting out. When they do,

they can short between turns, short from one winding to

another or short to ground. But they are not so likely

as are capacitor Go ahead to page 4-42a. 24
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;Mb 4 25

You could do this ace ately only by opening one end.

If you do, you find i OK. Go to page 4-26a. 25a

4-2lb

14-29a

417o

You said uyes." You are wrong. The Al netwo k could

have opened up, and you would not have known it becalm

the effect of these parts is so small on the total re

sistance measured. Try againback to 4-2lb.

Since you have been told the very stage where the trouble

has occurred. you need not go to specialized equipment

since it's primary uses are in calibration, and in meas-

uring electrical parameters of the operating chassis.

Try again on 4-29a.

You said no. But you should have said yes since pin

6 is cotually connected directly to the other end of

T2 primary at the junction of C6 and the 220 resistor.

Go ahead to page 4 14a. ci
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If you chose to measure 39K directly, you learned that it was

good. Of course you can always measure directly resistance of a

part which has one end connected to a tube pin. This measurement

is made between the tube pin and the other side of the part. Also,

if you measure between the tube pin and ground, its OK where no other

parts are in the pin chain; otherwise, you may have to unsolder

one part in order to measure it individually.

Suppose you decided to meas.ure the combination of 100K and 221K

Wiley., Were you surprised by the results? They were due to the fact

that the 39K was still connected in parallel. If you said you were

going to study the schematic, itts possible that you would have

come across the part which could have produced this trouble; namely

Uotice that it is functionally unrelated to the circuit of

V8 when the system is energized, yet if 017B should fail by shorting/

the 1K resistor associated with it would be connected into the meas-

uring circuit through the +130V supply and ground. Let's assume

Cl7B shorted and note what parts would be measured at V8 pin8.

See ske h below. Check t is with the schematic.

39K, Al 82K

250(
R12

a r.--4-vw1/41..7.7,A
44C +130

''..: V: C ki T
1

1

C MS *.%( V 1 22K IIK

is.29....tugiutoint had tsen ounded wt would never have had

ISL-1222.clal..a212LJOBILVIDI;
all the parts that could affect pin

measurements would be confined to a small, easily-examined region of

the diagrame You mi ht think that if C17B had shorted and we had
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44.76a

grounded +130V, we would not have been able to find the trouble

This is not true, because if C17B had shorted, and that were the

reason for checking this chassis, we would not be measuring the

pins of VB. Rather, our dynamic checks would have isolated the

trouble to the sound output stage (of which V7 pin 2 is a part

instead of to-the Sync Clipper), (Go to page 4.27.)
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We would therefore be measuring the values at tube V7 instead

of at VB. And of course, if power supplies were grounded, +130V

would be connected to ground and pin 2 of V7 would read zero because

of C8 being shorted.

In this example, we have tried to show that there is a dis-

tinct advantatage to grounding the power supply. We shall assume

this in the troubleshooting exercises which follow.

(5) Itutal.Ralaa

Special attention must be paid to pin measurements which

include the resistance of crystal (semi-conductor) diodes. May.L.)u

don't measure the orrect resistance reverse the ohmmeter leads

.......bande2gh.2521a. If it's still wrong, then you've found a chain

containing a malfunctioning part. This is because cryptals (or

semi-conductor diodes) have a resistance which depends upon the

direction of current through them. Sometimes they are in circuits

which place them in parallel with resistors. The combined resist

ance of such a combination will depend upon which ohmmeter probe is

grounded. Rather than specify each time which lead goes to ground,

we simply note that if the value is incorrect, you are to reverse

leads and remeasure.

Since an ohmmeter actually supplies a voltage to the unit

being measured, there is a danger that an ohmmeter might ruin the

diode. Use the low range X1, X10 for measuring them. Go to page 4-28.
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There is the story of a man who was told to check ouri a ship-

ment of 10 microampere fuses. He rejected the shipment, saying that

he had not found one good fuse in the lot. His supervisor thought

that this was unlikely and asked him how he checked the shipment.

The man replied, nith an ohmmeter, of Gourseln Unfortunately, the

ohmmeter burnt out each fuse measured!

You should not expect to be able to reliably measure the re-

sistance of a semiconductor diode since the actual value depends

upon the voltage applied and the temperature at which the measure-

ment is made. For troubleshooting purposes, it is sufficient if

you can measure within the tolerance specified for the tube pin re.

sistance you can calculate.

(7) yaxiablejlesistorA

Occasionally you will find a variable resistor connected 4-28b

to a circuit at a tube pin. The variable resistors are`used, so

that a certain amount of adjustment can be made for changes in

the operation of:the chassis. Since the pin resistance reading

will depend upon the setting of the variable resistor, you may find,

on measurement, what appears to be an out-of-tolerance reading.

If you do, record somewhere the value you have measured and then

adjust the resistor through its range of values to see if you can

obtain the required value. (Go to page 4 29)
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If you are able to obtain the required resistance value,

you may still find that the reading on the pin does not vary as

it should when the variable resistor is turned. This is a clue

for you to measure the values of other parts in the circuit, If

you find that there is ample range of adjustment available, then

return the ad u t ent to the sin read n you recorded and continue

with your checks. If not, replace the part(s) to make it possible

to adjust the variable resistor to the proper resistance value

for the pin.

Now that you know some of the tricks of troubleshooting

within a chassis, you are going to have a chance to practice them.

Let us begin with the first obu .don't swat it, solve itt

You've been handed the TV set. You are told that the trouble

has been narrowed down to V7 by symptoms and by dynamic checks.

Your job is to find the bad par s or part.

Q. Your first step is to:

A. Eye ball the chassis for obtiously damaged parts.

Try back on page 4.21c.

B. Study the schematic diagram. Try again with 4.13c.

C. Get the sweep generator ready. Take a ciack at 4.25c

D. Measure the value of the 10K resistor connected to

C34 near the volume control. Go for 4-23b.
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A. Correct. You, of course, recognized that if the primary

had opened, you would have had a good reading at pin 2,

which you did not. Go ahead.

You have tust worked through a sample exercise. The ones

which follow may not include so much help as this one, nor will

they be so easy. Now, let us try the second Hbug.

Mal&
This problem is intended to give you some practice in spot

tins flhidden partsfl which, as you recall, can change their resist

anee without showing any effect on tube pin resistance measurements.

Turn to the schematic diagram again. Look at V6. List below all

the parts which could go bad in this stage and not affect the pin

resistance measurements:

1*

2.

3.

5.

6.

74,

8

When finished, go to page 4-31a.
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The following are true;

Pin

2 Secondary of L6 is T5.

3 Secondary of T6. 031

7 39K tied to C131 161 011

9 22K. 100K resistors near 021. 018, 021.

C31 and Secondary of T6 are isolated from pin 2 of V6 by

026. It could go bad by shorting or by opening and their condition

wouldn't be noted. L6 is blocked by 020.

Likewise, the condition of the 39K resistor wouldn't be

noticed because there is no path to ground through it. Both the

/NW and 22K resistors joining the sync clipper to the video amp

are isolated by 037. (Go to page 4-42b.)

Sometimes. when you have a circuit like this:

4.42b

XVI

you can tell if the resistor is conducting and if the capacitor will

baock.when you touch the ohmmeter probe to Pin I. The d.c. voltage

source in the ohmmeter will ochargeu (that is, store electric energy)

on the capacitor. The ohmmeter pointer will indicate the charging

current. In such cases, you may notice the ohmmeter pointer swing

from maximum resistance (infinity) to some lower value and start

back toward infinity. If the pointer moves at all, you know at least

that the resistor hasn't opened. If the pointer returns to infinity)



you Rnow that the capacitor hasn't shorted. Go to page 4-32.
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You can use this method only part of the time.

If the capacitor is too small, it will draw so li tle

current that the meter will not register it. Also, if the resistance

is too small, the capacitor will ohrge before the pointer has a

chance to moveo The meter will continue to read infinity. This

is no reason to think that the resistor or capacitor has opened.

If the capacitor and resistor both are of a high value, the

charging current may last for a minute or two, while slowly decreasi.

ing as the capacitor becomes fed-up (charged). During this time,

the meter will indicate a low resistance, but this is no reason

to think the capacitor has shorted.

L t us now continue with the exercise. Come on students,

try to solve this third problem!

Buri

Find and list all the hidden parts in the circuit of V3.

Assume that all cables have been disconnected from the chassis

and that only the power supply has been grounded.

1.

2.

3.

000

5,

6.

7.
8,

Go to page 443d to find the answers.
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Sinee yo ve checked the tube, you would not need to pull

it out. And besides, 09 Is connected across the R100 ohm

resistor. You still measure zero. This leads you to dis-

connect one end of the capacitor and measure its value.

What do you know! You find that is not shorted! Go ahead.

Q. You have discovered that 09 is good when dIsconnected from

the circuit and apparently bad when connected. What can you

make of that?

A. C9 has an intermittent short which appears only when

held in the circuit. 4-11c.

B. When soldered into the circuit, something is shorting

09. 4-35a

a

4-144

Whether open, or shorted, cluld not be determined with resis-

tance measurements at pins. It's a hidden,part. Try

again. Go to page 4 38b. 4 330

A. Composition resistors can change their values sufficiently,

that for all practical purposes they have shorted. You

can sometimes find them in chassis which have been

de-energized before the resistor burns out. But, in gener-

al, the capacitor is more likely to short. Go ahead to

page 4-42a.



From
4-Md

To
471'4

D. What are you being paid for? Wo k a litt el

Tryagain, 24d. a

No, just make some calculations using the information

on the schematic and try again. 4.35d 4-34b

This was a little exercise in making an educated guess about

the possible site of a malfunction and then checking to see if you

were right. Go on to the next problem. 4.34c

1,312ZA

"Here's a TV Set," Mr. Joiner, your boss, says to you. He

says, "I figure the trouble's in the V8 stage, fix it up." The

boss lights a butt and leaves you to your job.

OK, you look at the schematic, ground the power supplies (the

tube's OK), you measure:

Pin Resistance(ohms)

1

2

4,5
6

7
8
9

0
6.8K
4.9 Meg
Pi'
1.04 Meg
50 Meg
29,6K
10 Meg

You gaze at the schematic for a while, comparing the measured

values with what you figure you should get. Then, you decide that

either the 3.3K connected to R13 off pin 7, or R4 off V6 pin 8 could

have failed and you wouldn't know it. Turn to page 4-37 for

verification.



From
44-753b

To
4-35

B. That's ri ht. Even though the schematic doesn't show it,

something is providing a parallel path at pin 2.

Go ahead.

Could it be a grid cathode short in the tube?

A. Yes. 4-18d.

B. No. 4-37a.

DaffaZ

4-41 You ve been measuring the resistance of *he pins on V10.

You measure at pin 6, 23.5K ohms. You are to decide which part is

most likely bad by considering the pin resistance readings result-

ing from the failure of specific parts. For example, supposing R22

opened, what would the resulting resistance at pin 6 be?

A. 0 Ohms. 4-11d

B. infinite ohms. 4-38a

C. 82K ohms. 4-23e

D. Impobsible to tell. 4-34b



From

We said pin 6, not pin 2. Try,,again. 40b

To

4- a

Right. Although composition resistors can change their

values sufficiently to be call d shorted (especially if

they are in chassis which have been de-energized prior to

the resistor opening), they are less likely to short than

capacitors. Go ahead to page 4-42a. 4 6b

4-37a
The 100 ohm shorted out. But if you disconnect one end from

the tube pin and measure it, you find it measures 100 ohms.

Therefore, the only possibility left is

(Go to 4-39n after you have made your conclusion.) 4-36e



From
To

41:53b
4:37

B. You sald no. Right -- You checked the tube* Go ahead 4 37a

You disconnect one lead of 09 from the tube socket again.

But this time you measure at the tube pin and find zero. Sime it

should be 100.A.(the value of the resistor) you conclude that

Go to page 4-360 when done.

4-34d
Right! Such low resistances are completely mabked by the

higher $0 Meg R13. R13, incidentally is a voltage sensitive resistor.

With the set off, the resistance measums about 50 Negohms. With it 4m37

on, it will measure something different because of the voltage appli

ed to it. The schematic doesn't show the value of this part and you'll

have to measure known good onen or ask for manufacturer's data on it

to be able to calculate the resistance.

Now, let's try one more problem:

MI22
You've got problems! It's V6. You don't have a list of

correct resistance measurements* Your pin measurements are below:

Pin Resistance (ohms)
zero

2 /00K
zero
Fil
Fil
15

7 500
8 68K

9 4.7K

By calculating the values yourself, you are easily able to say 4.37

that pin---has the incorrect reading. Turn to page 4 1413 for veri-

fication of your answer.

5
6



From
'41:33d

13. Right. Go ahead

NW that you've got the idea* figure out which part, being

bad, would give 23.5K ohms at pin 6 and select an answer below. 4 3eb

1. R22. Go to page 4-14b.

2. C54. Go to page 4-20c.

3. 33K. Go to page 4-33c.

4. C53. Go to page 4.24e.

5. C$1. Go to page 4 36a.



From To

7757a 4:59

Pin 2 is shorted to pin 1 in the socket, placing H17 in the

circuit of pin 1 in parallel with 09 and its resistor. Actually,

pin 1 measures two ohms but you changed meter ranges to measure pin

2, and then thought that you were measuring vOu when it was 1124

Fortunately, this sort of thing doesn't happen very often,

but you should be prepared for it when it does. Go on to the next

problem.

Here it is!

Bui #4

You have been told that there is trouble in the V10 stage.

You have checked V10, examined the chassis for obvious signs of

failures, and found nothing wrong. In addition, you have measured all

the pins of the tube and the resistanee is good. (Grounded supplies)

List all the parts which, if bad, could result in such a con.

dition:

2,

3

4.

6

net ..-C,C=artm.NICS.,1100011C.101.,641

01000100011010:30

0 WO 0010000,00...1011.41010101.1000100

7 I c crx ,anocarcoorsoMMONNka .c./.11,4

8

91.

1 0

11.

12.

C,01101. .100010.

When yaa are finished turn to page 4.40a.



From
7:757

To

All those parts, which could have caused such a condition are

as follows:

Pin

2

6

9

9

C49 It is always shorted by the relatively low

value of the Horizontal Hold coil

33K This is a classic hidden part, whose value

could never be measured directly from pin 6

since the capacitor C54 blocks the DC measurement.

150K This resistor, connected to pin 9 is connected

through C52 to ground. Regardless of how it fails,

the resistance measurement would not show the

effect.

330K These resistors, which are part of the network

forming the loorizontal sync circuit, are interest

4-40a

ing because they become hidden parts, depending on

how the pin resistance measurement is made. Since

the dual selenium diode is connected, so that each

half is across a 330K resistor, if the polarity of

the ohmmeter is plus at the pin and minus to ground,

the upper 330K resistor hides, and vice versa for

reversed polarity.

Go to page 4-41a.



From
7:753

So this means that you must pay very close attention to

circuits that contain semi-conductors, like diodes, since the

resistances you measure depend on polarity of the measurement.

You will recall that resistors are rarely at their onominaln

value. Ten per cent resistors are actually in a band which ranges

from either 5-10% low or 5-10% higher. So that a 1 Megohm resistor

actually, when pyrchased, might lie in a range either from 900K

to 950K or from 1100K to 1050K, but never at 1 Meg. This is due

to the way resistors are sorted by their maker, The result of all

this is that you must be prepared to#measure a value off of the rated

vaue. Besides, your dummtmr Is probably in error by between 3-5%.

So you see, ',exact!' measurements are not required. Ws when

you get very large errors, 30% to 100%, that you can confidently

expect something to be wrong.

(Sure, you didn't list parts in the Low Voltage Power Supply

as it is grounded!)

Go ahead to the next problem on page 4-35o



This being the case, as your next step in repa r ng thin

chassis, you would:

A. Replace R8* Go to 441e

B Replace 030. Go to 4-18e

C. Replace C29 because it's smaller and more lfloly
to go bad* Go to 4-24f

D. Measure each part separately. Go to 4-8a

4 3 a

2 and r13, within T4 are not properly classified as hiaden

parts5 since if they short, they can be detected by making Inle

of your knowledge of the way diodes behave. Remember that the

back resistance is much higher than the forward. (So to check on

the goodness of those capacitorsat least if you suspect they

are shorted--you would expect the resistance at pin 7 to be around

500 to 1000 ohms, if you connegt the ohmmeter up right.)

But if you got the same reading, regardless of how you connect

the meter up, the capacitor 012 or 013 is shorted, or the diode

is shorted.

The 100K resistor in T5 is not a hidden part because it

can be measured from pin 2 of V6.

Go ahead to 4-31b.

To
4742
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